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author of the two preceding studies.
It is in fact another edition of them,
revised and altered somewhat, and
with the text now in photographic
reproduction. But for the scholar,
the value of this text is very seriously
diminished by the fact that it has
everywhere been retouched, and that
too, it would seem, without reference to the original, bnt to some
inaccurate transcript- apparently t!Je
one twice published before. Similar
changes of the text appear, and nearly
all the lacunre are written in so as
to appear as text. Transliteration
and translation are, of uo nrse, no
more authentiu than the text on which
they are based-if it be not rather
sometimes the case that the interpretation has determined the text.)
-;~:rr~pru (Vajirafiana
Magazine, Vol.
VI. pp. 3574-:J577. Bangkok 1898.
A short article embodying in a
freely modernized version nearly the
whole of the fourth faue of the inscription, including the datAs, the
story oft he origination of Siamese writing, and the boundaries of the realm.)
- - - ~m 1:0m ~ l'll L'Vl (Bangkok 1908. A pamphlet of 22 pages, prepared and
pl'inted for H. R . H. the Crown Prince,
containing two inscriptions from
Sukhothai and one from _Kbamphreng
Phet. The first of these, the one with
which we are here concerned, is the
text in modem Siamese characters
and spelling, with occasional substitution of modern words. Here also
there is no indication: of what portion!?
are conjectural. But upon the whole,
I find it the least inaccurate text so
far produced.)
'

The Oldest Known Writing in Siamese.

MR. PRESIDENT, MEMBERS OF T liE SIAM SOCIETY, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : -

I feel very sensibly the honor you have done me in
asking me to present first of all before you some of the results
of my months of study here. Those studies lie, as you all
know, in the very heart of the Dryasdust realm, and are not
supposed to be interesting, or intelligibl e eveu, to any save
dryasdust people. I felt sure that no other sort of people
would come here this evening. I confess therefore to no little
surprise at the large and distinguished gathering that I see
before me--surprise not unmingled with fear at thought of
what you may be ready to do to me before the evening is
done.. My own impression of people who work on inscriptions has not greatly improved on closer acquaintance with
them. My subject has one point of general interest, however,
which I may do well to mention at once. The earliest known
inscription in Siamese is a unique document, not merely
among the documents of ;jiam, but among the documents of
the world. If I am not entirely wrong, there is no other
document extant which records the achievement of letters for
an untamed speech by one to whom that speech was native,
arid which at the same time fully illustrates that achievement.
\Vhen we recall the part these very letters of this very inscription have played in the culture and the life of the Thai race
both north and south, and when we reflect that the very form
in which we read and write Siamese today is the lineal descendant of that,- not far removed and but little changed,-we may be interested to know something more about it.
There is another point also. As your President has
just told us, the inscription itself has repeatedly been published, with transliterations, translations, and essays upon it. Yet
few things in Bangkok seem so little known, or understood,
or right1y valued. Few even of those who know something
about ii lave ever seen the stone, or know where it stands, or
have an:r clear idea of what it is all about. In spite of all
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that these various editors have done,-I am not sure but I
should have said, in consequence of what they have done,the real nature and intent of this perfectly direct and simplehearted utterance seem at many points wholly misapprehended, · One editor finds in it-apparently for no other cause
than that it is now the thing to do-a complete code of civil
law. Another finds i11 it a complete ritual of religious observance and ceremony. Another varies the now somewhat
hackn eyed performance of discovering the lost tribes of Israel,
by unearthing, forsooth from the ruins of a forest-monastery,
--or rather from the word antnyic which means 'forestmonastery '--his long-lost Aryan brothers P Se tting all such
notion s aside, it has been my earnest endeavor to know the
thin g as it really is, and to understand as a native would, just
what it says- its natural drift and import. The quest, begun
in the interest of philology pure and simple, has proved of
absorbing interest, bas taken me far afield, has opened up
unexpected realms of thought and of life. If it be then your
will to accompany me a little way on this quest, let us begin.

THE STONE.
The stone is a short stumpy obelisk almost without taper,
terminating above in a sort of low four-square
S hape and
dome. The material is a fine -g·rained commaterial.
pact rock not- yet precisely determined, neither
too hard for easy working, nor too soft to hold the inscription
well under proper care. It stands 34 inches high above its
mason-work pedestal; its faces are rough-hewn below, but
above are worked to a smooth surface, forming an area for
the inscription of about 14 inches by 23 on each side. In
company with another stone from Sukhothai, of
P resent
later date, it now occupies the westernmost but
position.
one of the row of little open Sa las on the north
side of the main temple-building of Wat Phra K~o within
the Royal Palace.
Of the earlier history of the stone absolutely nothing is
H.
known save what is said in the inscription itself,
lstory.
11. 80-97. vVhile the language there leaves
something to be desired in the way of explicit connection of
l See Notes, 11. 51-52.
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the various stat ements, it seems impossible to mistake its
general import; namely, that this stone was one of four prepared at the same time, and-though this is not said ~-pre
sumably of similar or ideiltical content. The four were d edi-.
cated with imposing ceremonies religious and civic. Three
of them were set up in separate places which are named L
Th e date was 1214 (Mahasakarat), equivalent to 1293 A .D.
But the dynasty of Khun Ham Khamhreng and the supremacy
of Sukhothai were both shortlivecl . From that date not one
word is h eard of the stone for 540 years, that is until A.D.
1833, when it was discovered by Prince Chau Fa
Its discoMaha Mongkl'It, who afterwards became K ing
very.
Somdet Pln·a Chom Klau. The story of its recovery is thus told by H . R H . Prince Vaj1rafian.·-" In the
year 1195 he [the Prince J made a progress through the northern provinces, doing reverence at variou~:; shrines, until a t last
he reached Siikhothai. Here as he wandered about, he came
upon a certctin large fiat slab of stone set in masonry on the
t errace beside the ruins of an old palace. The stone was an
object of reverence and fear to all the people. If any one
failed to bow before it, or presumptuously walked up to it,
he would be striken with fever or other disease. When the
Prince saw it, he walked straight up and sat down to rest
upon it; and, because of the power of his good fortune, he
suffered no harm whatsoever. On his return to the cap ital he
had the stone brought dow11 and set in masonry as a platform
at W at Rachath'lwat. After his accession to the throne, he
had it brought to Wat Phra Sri Hatana Satsadaram (\Vat
Phra Kffio ). He also secured a stone pillar inscrib ed in
Khamen letters, and one inscribed in ancient Siamese, both
standing now in Wat Phra Sri Ratana Satsaclaram ;-of wonderful import, as if presaging that he would be sovereign of
Siam, a king of majesty, power, and goodness far-reaching,
like the Phra Bat Kamara<leng At, .. .. who was king in
Siikhothai, as recorded in that inscribed stone." 2
l The practice of setting of identical monuments in ditierent places is illustrated also in the case of the other Sukhothai inscription, already referred to above as
standing beside our stone in the Sala at \ Yat Phra K reo. A dtlplicate of it-but in
Siamese-has recently been discovered, and there is no re&son yet to despair of finding
one or more of t he duplicates of our stone.
2
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!ll:N pp. 306-308. The reference in the last sentence is to t he ot her stone. I am
q uite at a loss to understand ho w it is th at the Siamese generally seem to value so
highly P rince Kam ar adeng At and his Khamen inscription.
w~::n'lf u ~:-JI?l

'V'JJ:'Ul'Vlg;(:I.J!~"'l

'V'J~:!"'llUeJ'W~'W
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Since then the stone has not been moved.
Bu t it is
greatly to be desired that a safer and more fitting
I.t s present resting place be found for this the most precious
:~,nsecunty. recor d an d monumen t so far d'tscoverecl w1'th1n
'
the realm of Siam. In its present position it is far too much
exposed to the weather, to accidents, and to rough handling by unscrupulous persons. During the weeks of the
writer's work upon it there was a constant stream of all
sorts of people passing almost within arm's length of it, and
without ·the slightest barrier interposed. Its security so far
is almost wholly due to the entire ignorance of nearly everybody regarding its real character and value. Not only should
it be p laced where it may be safe, but where it can be examined and studied under suitable illumination. As it now
stands, the inscription is exposed to such confusing and
almost blinding crosslights, that direct study of it is extremely difficult, and attempts to photograph it are almost
hopeless. Moreover good plaster copies of it should be made
without delay, to serve for all ordinary purposes of study
and reference, and to insure against entire loss of so unique
a document.
The stone has suffered somewhat from exposure, and much
more from outrageous mishandling--the latter
State of
incurred, so far as one can judge, chiefly during
pr~f~~~a- its trans portation from the north. It has apparently been dragged. along bodily over rock or grit,
or pried about with crowbars, so that most parts of its surface
are disfigured by long lines or sweeps of scratches. Besides
this there are some channels and small areas that have been
excavated by drip of water. The edge at points has sufiered
a smooth abrasion, no doubt caused by its use as a whetstone
fo r sharpening knives L 'l'here is abundant evidence also of
such things as recent dripping of oil and melted candle-wax
upon the stone, and of the application of various inks and
other pigments to the surface, presumably in attempts to
secure reproductions of the inscription. By such means some
lines of the inscription have become entirely filled up, and cannot be made to appear in any "squeeze" or "rub." These
1 The recently discovered d uplicate of the other Sukhothai stone referred to
above, p. 4, has had one of its faces so entirely worn down by the same mis use, that
nothing can now be made out of the writing which was once on it. As for rough u sage
in transportation, any one who has watched the handling of recent "finds, " would
simply stand aghast.
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last, of course, are minor matters ; it is possible to clean the
stone. Yet they serve to emphasize what has already been
said about the need of stricter care. Still, in spite of all that
it has suffered, the inscription is legible almost throughout.
The letters were deeply incised at the start, and with patience
and a good light, may often still be read, though the surface
seems hopeless. The absolute losses are mostly of one or two
letters out of a word, and these the con text often enables one
to supply beyond a peradventure. There are not more than
twenty words completely lost from the whole inscription, and
the restoration of a number of these is scarcely conjectural.
In all this matter the recurrent 'or the aphoristic phrase, the
metrical balance; the clue of rhyme-things clear to the elder
Sia mese speech-are often the surest guides out of the
clifliculty. (See further below pp. 18-20.)
THE WRITING.
'' Heretofore there were no strokes of Siamese writing. In
R
d t 1205 of the era, Year of the Goat, Prince Khun
it:c0°~gi~. Ram Khamh[eng sought and desired in his
heart, and put into use these strokes of Siamese
writing. And so these strokes of Siamese writing are, be- ·
cause that Prince put them to use." [Inscription, 11. 105-108.]
Thus in phrase curt and rugged even to harshness, as if with
suppressed emotion, is recorded what was by far the most important event of Prince Ram K ha mhamg's reign, or indeed of
the whole period of Thai sovereignty. The Prince himself
seems to have felt its importance, for he bas reversed the historical order to give this achievement the place of honor at the
end and climax of his story.
The general appearance of this earliest Siamese writing
may be seen in the accompanying photographic
5
:.gge~ar- reproduction of the text. A more detailed study
of it can easily be made with the help of the
Transliteration into modern Siamese characters. In mass it
presents itself as a singularly bold, erect, open writing, four square, with gently round ed corners, he11.utifnlly aligned, and
closely too, but without any confusion resulting from superscript or subscript elements, or from letters which extend
above or below the line 1. Its look is therefore not unlike that
1 Three letters only project at all above the line:- J, ~' and W·
It
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of a text of Greek nncials or of our own sqnare capitals, somewhat stiff, but singularly dear. The only drawback in
this regard is th e running together now and then of the co ntiguous strokes of different letters 1. To the eye acquainted
only with modern Siamese, this inscription seems at first quite
as foreign as the Khamen inscription which stands beside it in
the court of vVat Phra K :oco. Closer scmt.iny detects here and
there a lettee barely recognizable in its grotesque ald ermanic breadth. And after the characters are all learned,
their sequence is still a source of perplexity, being often quite
different from that of modern Siamese 2 .
The particular writing from which these letters were
adopted and adapted has not y'et been identifi ed.
I ts source. 'fh .
1.
t er con fi rms tl1e Impres·
e11· genera.] cuarac
sion based on quite other ground s t hat it must have been SouthIndian or Singhalese; that its immedi<tte exemplars were
doubtless the Pali religions texts ; and that the efficient agents
in the accomplishment of the Prince's scheme were B uddhist
scholars like him who is mentioned in the inscription as one of
the chief glories of the realm,-the Mahathen who "had stud ied the P'id6ktrai unto its end."
The mere acquisition of the letters was, of comse, the least
part of the P1·ince's task. Much more diHicult must
Th e v o we l s l
·
1ave been t}1e expansion
of t l1e men.gre I ncI'Ian vowel-list to meet the unusually Lu·ge demand s of Siamese speech 3.
1 Thisoccm s reg ularly in ce1 tain vo wel co mbination s (where the result is really
to make a new unit, as in t he case of om dipht hongs re and ce) ; it occtlrs somewhat
fre qu ently in the case of an fl or a !U directly follo wing a vertical strok e ; but rather
r arely in other con sonantal combin ation s. This practice has entirely disappeared in
standard modern Siamese; but it con t im1ed in th e nort h t hronghout the whole of the
period of the so-call ed Fak Kham let ters, unt il t hose gave way at last to th e modern
round Lao writin g .
2 This is due chiefly to the fact th at th e vowels which now are written abov e or
b elo w t he consonants that lead th em in prononnciation, in this writing all stand in the
line, and ZJ1'6Geclc their consonants.
3 The inscription distin g uishes thirteen simple vowel s and eleven diphthongs as

follows :-ct) fl l , t~: with fl'l and rJ'W'W (for fl~'Wl, all symbols for short ct in different com-

"' t~

binations; =fl
'

fl
'

If

and b) !fll, fll'J, flm (for

"' !t~n

fl !fl UEJ lfl fl'il (sh ort o), flfl

fl
'

''tl

'

'

'

!~ ml, um; 1t~

'

and

1t~,

(for !nnl ;

'

.

fll!U, fl'J!U, lti!U, flfl!U ; fl!U!U (for

! ~!U),"' !flfl and "'mt~ (for !~fl), in variant s pellings of the same wortl.
Siamese writing disting uishes further the simple short vowels :
!Elfl:: ,· and the diphthongs : n'J !fl'J !flfl!U fl!U !fl!U •
' '
' ~

fJ,

Modern

!fl:, Uti::,

!til::,
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Many of the devices ad opted by t he Prince to accomplish
this end were not only illogical, but clumsy in the extreme ;
and there are many duplication s among them. But since his
time ~ and a are the only characters tha t have actu ally been
added to the vowel list . A few un necessa r,y II 's have been
dropped, but quite as many unneces::;ary ones have been added.
The shift of a number of the vowel signs from the lin e to th e
space above or below (see next paragraph) has caused some
change in th e order of let ters in the syllable, But in th e main,
for its peculiar syste m of representing vo wels and diphthongs,
the Siamese of to-day must thank th e Prince.
But the most original as well as the most interesting feature
of hi::; schem e of vowel-notation was his bringing
Pth
osition
.
. t o th e wn'tt en l'm e a long
e nne.in of a 11 tl1e ,· owe l -s1gns
m
with the consonants, and so practically into the
alphabet itself. I nclusion of th e vowels in the alphabet was a
master stroke of the Greek ge niu s, when once fo r all it rtdapted oriental letters to t he needs of a new world of life and
th ought. It is that alon e, for example, which has made possible
for all western tongues the imm ense advantage of a perfectly
fixed order of words in vocabularies and lists. Th e lack of such
a n absolute word-ord er is a dilticulty and hindrance to scholarship more or less distinctly felt throughout the Eastern world,
and everywhere for th e same reason :- the vowels have no
place in the alphabetical order. P rince Ram Khamh ~ng, so
far as we can leR.rn , is the only man iu all this interval who
has co me at R.ll near to du plicating that old Grecian
thought. But he did no t carry his thought through to
its logical conclusion. He did not give the vowels their
place in the sequence of elements in the syllable, as he
had given th em their place in the line. Siam ese scholars,
unlik e the Greek, were continually conning oriental scriptures.
They th us kept ever alive the old teaclition, and obscured the
new. V ery few years passed before the vowels which hR.d
been brought into the line were back in their old stations in
th e field 1 _ Thus it is that fo r Siamese of to-day, type that
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - --·

l Ther e is quite a seri es of th e Su khothai inscription s, follow ing t his of Prince
Ram K h amhreng ; bu t in non e of them, so far as 1 can ascertain, do the vowels retain
their p laces in th e line. I find it tlilll cu lt to accept Pere Sc hmitt's conclu sion from this
fact ( Mission Pavie, Il : 177 ) that t he r ed rtetiou of the vowels to t h e line was no par t
of the Prince's sch em e, but rather a mere variation introduced by the stone cutter who
"a vo nlu faciliter par la son tra vail, et donner de l a n ettet e a ses caract cr es." Such
presumption in dealin g wit h his m aster's pet inven tion is hardly to be expected on the
par t of a workman who m ig ht be sm·e that his meddling would not escape h is master's
scr uti ny.
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can be conveniently cast and set, and dictionaries wher e
words may be easily and certainly found, seem as unattainable
as ever.

It seems that the adjustment of the consonant- scheme
should have been much easier ; but it was much
so;a~~~- more clumsily accom pli shed, if the scheme in present Sia mese is to be taken as tbe P r-ince's. The
consona nt sound s in present Siamese are only twenty-orie in
number; and though some changes have probably tak en place
in th e six centries which have elapsed, th e total rrumber then
can hardly have been very different from what it is now. The
Indian consonant letters were thirty-three - giving, let us say,
twelve supernumeraries to be stricken offthe list, or else to be
used only in rendering Indian words. But there wer e q1e
The
" t ones "
to be somehow indicated in writin g.
"tones."
The easiest and most obvious pl an would doubtless have been t o indicate th ese directly by a series
of accents. But t hose supemum erary letters seem to have
led to the suggestion that they might somehow be used in
indicating the " t ones " of the vowels which follow them.
To work out the suggestion completely . by providing one
letter of each sort for eve ry t one, would require-if there were
then as many tones as th ere are now in Siamese-no less th an
six times twenty -one, that is one hundred and t wenty six
letters. That bein g imp ossible, the compromise actually
reached would seem to have been somewhat as follows :--1)
One group of conson ant-sound s, chiefly th e non-aspirates ·and
the a-:;pimtes, was actually provided with two letter symbols for
each sound, the t wo letters indicatin g- different tonal quality.
The two parallel sets so form ed were th e so-call ed " high " and
"low " letters. E ach naturally gave its t one to the vowel
which follo wed it. These twll "-inh erent" tones were furth er
susceptible of c!ifferent modificat ion by th e use of two accent
marks, the " ek " and the " tho," and also to some extent by
final consonants; so that in the case of these letters all the
required tones could be positively, though very clumsily,
indicated. 2) A second group of sounds, mostly semi-vowels
and nasals, was furnished with but one letter apiece, and
that a '' low " let ter. T o make good their defi.ciency, and
to eJ;~.able them t o represen t all of the required t ones as
well as their mor e favored companions could, it was arranged
that whenever necessary one of the " high " letters should
Th

.•
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stand beside them--silent of course-and so endue them
with all the privileges and powers of the " high " class.
3) A third group, originally it would seem of no more than
three or four, with all the functions of the " high " class
except inherent tone, and not provided with any means of
extending their powers, formed the so-called "middle" class.
The inheritors of this scheme, the Siamese and the Lao,
T
both preserve to -d ay all of its essential fea1
s~~:n~0f~ ttu·es; but they differ considerably as to the conSiamese
stitution of two of the groups, namely the ''high"
and Lao.
and the "middle "letters. 'l'he difference con·
cerns the five simple (unvoiced), non-aspirate stops which
stand each at or near the head of its particular order of
consonants : n, "'l, ~, 111 , ~- In Siamese th ese are all " middle "
letters, while in Lao they are all "high." rrhe question as
to which more nearly represents the miginal scheme, can
never be positively answered, because we can never recover
the Sukhotha.i pronunciation. But the probabilities seem
all on the side of the Lao. In the first place, the Lao certainly seems the more primitive in type, preserving many
archaic features which the Siamese has lost. ln the second
place, its central geographical position and its compact area
would both defend it, in some degree at least, from the external contact and pressure \vhich the Siamese has not been
able to escape. A nd further, when we consider that any
mind capable of thinking out such a scheme at all would
not have mad e it purposely confused and irrational from
the start; and when we recall how surely the mere progress
of time operates to confound " the best laid schemes,"as for example it bas confounded ciur once quite rational
English spelling ;-we should be inclined, I think, to count
that the best representative of the old, which most clearly
shows evid ence of order and intelligent plan. This the Lao
does in surprising degree, as may be seen on comparison
of any one of the consonant series of th e Indian alphabetthe guttural for example- wit.h the corr(/sponding series in
Lao. Thus:surd
simple

sonant
as pirate

Indian k
corresponds to
k
Lao
simple

kh
kb
aspirate

" high "

simple

aspirate

gh

g
k

gh

simple

aspirate

''low "

froperty of

t~

. . Society's Libr&.
BANr.VOJr
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That is, - The Lao, having no voiced sounds corresponding to
g and gh, utilizes these letters as tonal variants of the unvoiced pair lc and kh taken without change from the Indian

alphabet. The same thing is done with the conespond ing
pair in each of the five series. And the first pair-simple and
aspirate-are uniformly "high " letters, while the second
pair are unifo rmly "low." Thus w·ithout help of any accents beyo nd the original mai ek (')and mai tho (.__) of the inscription, a fuller scheme of tones t~an that of modern
Siamese is provided for, without duplication of letters, without lack, and with fair balance of parts. Such symmetry and
adaptation of means to ends surely is not the resu lt of accident . If we make a similar comparison in the case of the
Siamese, we findsonant

SlU'd

simpl e

Indian k
corresponds to
Siamese k
simple
''middle"

aspirate

simple

aspirate

kh

g

gh

kh

kh

kh

aspirate
'' high"

aspirate
'' lo\v"

aspirate
'' lo'v"

Two things, apparently, have happened to the Siamese
version of the scheme :-1) No. 1 of each group has lost
its power of indicating "high" tone, and has gone to swell
the list of imperfectly equipped "middle" letters: and . 2)
No. 3 of each group has taken on aspiration, and thus
merely duplicates No. 4.
An outcome such as this is perfectly intelligible and
natural if the original were something like the Lao. But
the Lao sch eme could have hardly have been. developed
natu rally from a scheme originally like that of present
Siamese. And if our present twice, nay thrice, involved
scheme of Siamese tonal notation-the dismay and confusion of all student.s,-togetber with the absurdly inflated
consonantal alphabet which is part and parcel of it, were
all really the work of Prince Ham Kha.mha:ng, it might
well bear the palm among what Professor Whitney has called
"devices of perverse ingenuity."
As might have been expected, the ·working of the new
scheme was not always sure. In the inscrip
S p e llin g.
.
t iona number of uncertain or variant spellings are
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to be found, to say nothing of certain downright mistakes I;
but upon the whole the Prince seems to have be on very well served
by his scribes. Considering the difficulties encountered, this
trial trip of the now writing was remarkably successful.
1'he Epilogue is almost certainly later than the rest of the
inscription. It may even 11ave been written
Subsequent after the death of the Prince, though it conh istory of
this writing. tains no reference to such an event. It evidently was inscribed by a different hand, and
was cut by a different engraver. The strokes are finer, the
letters are distinctly more slender, and some of them already
approximate their present shape. But quit e as convincing
as any of those more obvious features is t he evidence of
dialectal variation in the speech itself. Th e vowel
has
entirely disappeared from the writing. It is everywh ere replaced by '", precisely as is ::;till the case in the provinces of
Phrae and Lakhawn, which directly ad join the Sukhothai
region on the no rth. For a further difference in thought and
style, seep. 21.
A

'rhe direct successor of the Sl'1khothai writing was, as has
F k Kh
already been sa.id, the Fak Kham letters, so
~ritin~~ called because of the peculiar elliptical curve
of the vertical strokes, recalling the curve of a
tamarind-pod as it l1angs on the tree. Early examples of
of this type from the Sl'1khothai region, no later than sixty
or seventy years after our inscription, already exhibit its
principal features :-superscript and subscript vowels, entire
loss of tho "' vowel, more slender bodies of the letters, and
a gradual approach to the modern type. For a time the
K.hamen character seems to ha,ve been a formidable competitor, especially in the religious field. But the Fak Kham
finally won itcl way, at least throughout all the north, as is
attested by numberless inscriptions reaching down to quite
moderu times. It finally gave way in that region to the
1 The very first line reveals uncertainity as to how an initial vowel s bonld be
rendered:-"''W'Vl:il for

fiu'Vln

A very puzzling variation occurs 11. 51-53 and 63-

66. in the spelling of a now famous word, t:d,__~~n . These pases are all considered in
the N otes. But the greatest uncertainty, or perhaps carel essness, is found in the use of
the tonal accents, which are exc hanged al most at r andom, or are omitted en tirely. This
last is equally t ru e of t he '' ta.ils " of t be sibilants and off and p: but this, of course,
is a lctps'us 11wmts merely.

\
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present round Lao writing; but at what date and from what
source is still in · question I_ Of its history in central
and southern Siam I am not prepared to speak. But late
northern Fak Kham is already so nearly like southern Siamese of
the 18th century, that there can be no doubt of their common relationship. From that time to this its course is a
matter of common knowledge. The use of better surfaces
and better instruments for writing, long practice, with resulting sureness and s>~iftness of stroke, have operated to lessen
the stiffness, to reduce the more intricate turns, to diminish
the aldermanic breadth of the original letters, and to give
them the physiological slant. The modern Siamese written
line-before type-writing and print had jostled it out of
shape- was certainly more elegant, with its delightful clearness, its touch of feminine grace, its suggestion of accurate
and fluent movement,. But otherwise it differs not very
greatly from that of Prince Ham Khamhreng.

THE LANGUAGE.
The tot.al number of words used in this inscription is exv b 1
actly 1500. The actual vocabulary, the total
oca u ~ry number of di.flm·ent words used, amounts to 404.
This shows very fair scope and range for a document of
this kind. A preliminary sorting of this vocabulary results
as follows :1 Words recognized as of Indian origin
' 63
13
2 Words recognized as of Khamen origin
3 Proper names not Thai and not included above 11
4 Thai, native or effectively naturalized
317
Total
404
This analysis concerns the question of purity of diction.
But purity, it must be remembered, depends
Purity.
very little upon the ultimate derivation of words,
and very much upon the sense which they awaken in the
cultivated hearer of nearness to or remoteness from the
common speech. Therefore it is that no attempt has been
made to distinguish here between rrhai words and words
1. See a statement as to its origin, with a note thereon by the editor, in Phongsawadan Yonok, p. 95.
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effectively hatnralized. To di stinguish between them is moreover absolu tely impossible in the absence of any early records of Thai speech I. But the groups in th e scheme above
are not mutually exclu sive. Eleven words of gro up 1 and
six words of group 2 seem thoroughly naturalized. After
making the necessary changes the result appears as follows:-Apparently native or full y naturalized
Foreign or uncertain

334
70

The Thai element, that is, amounts t o 83 per cent of the
whole. S urprising as the figm e is, it would have been higher
yet, bact .th e count been made ~Ls is usual in such cases ;
nam ely, a count, regardless of repetition, of all words as they
actually occur in the t ext, instead of counting each word but
once, as has been done here.
A lmost equa lly surprising is the very small number of
words in th e Tba.i group that have dropped out of
0
!~~~;_e current Siamese during the six centuries that have
elapsed. As I count them, I find but twenty-one
that seem really obsolete, that is, a t rif:le over 6 per cent.
Of the dialectal color of the Sukhothai speech it is impossible
.
to speak in percentag·es. Of the twenty- one Thai
D1ale c t al
·
·
· s·
c olor.
worel s accounted
as '-'not current now m
mmese
speech, I have marked but six as known to me to
exist in Lao. No doubt there are others as well, of whose
use I am ignorant. To answer the qu estion quan titativ ely,
one would have t o know also how many words out of this
whole vocabulary are not--or rather wm·e not- current in Lao.
And even so, mere vocabula ry does not by any means cover
the whole ground of dialectal divergence, which consists quite
.
l. Since th e matte.r is of som e moment, it may be well to st ate th e grounds on
w lu c b wo_r~s have been admitted to g roup4. They are l ) Long do miciliation of t h e word

and fa miharn seof i twit hinthe Th ai area, especially if sup ported by evi den ce of t he ap·
pearance of the word in th e r el ated dialects. 2) Use of t he wo rd in t he m etrical and
li_nked phrases, or in the assonant or alliterative "jingles" peculiar t o Thai speech,
since _these are almost invariably old or constructed out of native materials. 3) A ppearance m_ t he word of the peculiar T hai vowels or diphthongs. T his last , of course, is
con clusive only as a,qninst certain foreign origins. T hese same criteria h ave determined al so t he sel ection of certain word s noted n.s native or naturalized from gr oups l and
~- Th e obvious criticism npon this met hod is t hat the q uestion of pnrity is thereby
. Judged by th e nineteen th centn ry in ~ tead of by the t hirteent h. 13ut t he thirteent h
~e ~tury ca~ no longer by an y possi bil ity be bronght to sit in jndg ment on the case; and
tf It could, 1t is not likely t hat t he r esult wonld be very dilfere nt as concerns the overw!Ieh mng preponder an ce of the n ati ve element . Those who m ay care to r eview the case
will find the complete list s at the end of th e pap er.
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as much in special applications of the same words, and in tone,
accent, and phrasing-matters as yet wholly beyond our r each.
But there can be no cloubt that to a cultivated Siamese £he
northern Havor of this speech is quite pronounced ; while to a
cultivated Lao who should hear it r ead aloud by one of his
countrymen, it would probably seem very good Lao, only perhaps a trifle old-fashioned. That is, the standard Siamese
speech of that day had not yet diverged very far from the
ancestral type.
·

FORM: AND STYLE.
As is wont to be the case with nearly all primitive
attempts, the composition in its aim and intention is distinctly oral- is speech rather than writing. One striking outcome
of this fact is the dominance everywhere of
Thepattern.
recurrent what may
be termed the recurrent type 'or
c
pattern of phrase. The type bas been found
to be effective ; it is easier to remember and reproduce it,
or to vary it if necessary, than it is to invent a new
form specially adapted to the occasion J. In its lowest
form this dominance is seen in the wearisome repetition
of identical details in va.rious parts of the desExa<:t
cription of the city· and its · surroundings
:repetitwn.
.
~
" groves of areea and betel, groves of cocoanut
and lang, " " images that are great, images that are
beautiful ; temples that are great, temples that a.re beautiful,'' and so on to the end of the chapter. More distinctly rhetorical is the const.a nt grouping of items in pairs,
especially where the balance is regularly emBdalhantched _ phasized, and sonorous effect is secured, by
an
r Y mlc repe1wno
t 't'
f tl1emtronuc
.
J
t oryworcl or worcs
l :-phrasing.
.
"pa mak pa phlu" l. 36 ; " luk chan luk khiin"
l. 25 ; baw mi ngon baw mi thawng" ll. 29-30 . "mi w'ihan
an yai, mi w'ihan an ram" L 61. In all these cases the
sequence is carefully attended to, so that each of the paired
words stands last in its own phrase, and the phrase containing the more sonorous word shall stand last 2 . F rom this it is
l This tendency is strikingly exemplified in the recurrent forms of ballad literature everywhere.
2 Least sonorous of all is the word that ends with a stopped consonant k, t, or p .
Of words otherwise equal the one wit h the long vowel, or the one whose vowel is followed by a sonorous nasal-n, 111, or ng,-is given the final position.

.
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but a step to th e grouping of such pairs in extended rhetorical series, where pair· balances pair, as item balances item,
and with climactic effe0t :- " ba.w mi chang, baw mi rna, baw
mi pua, ba,•v mi nang, baw mi ngon, ba.w mi thawng," 11. 2930; " chau m::e, cbau cbau ; tbui pna, thui nang; luk ehan, luk
khun; thang srn, thang lai; thang phn chai, phu y!ng," ll. 45
-46. Such balance, either simple or complex, is found in
almost every second line of the inscription. It is so metimes
varied in rhythm, as the examples cited show ; sometimes it
is massed so as to fill a w).10le passage.
In primitive speech, the rhetorical effect of balance is
scarcely more important than its mnemonic
Mn:~~~ic eflect- the clue it affords the memory of speaker as well as of bearer. rro a speaker a sonor~
ous phrase, well-coined, is more valuable than a single word
expressive of the same idea. 'rbe phrase has greater weight
and momentum ; it carries him , and his hearer too, more
easily over gaps in his thought. If at all successful, it tends
to become habitual-a stereotyped com monThe stere- place phrase. Its meaning, moreover, runs a
otyped
phrase.
comse of its own, with little reference to the
meaning of its constituent parts, as we may see
in such locutions as: '' pai nai rna" (Go whm·e come), or in its
English equivalent "How do you do?", or in " Good bye." It
is not always necessary that all the words of such a phrase
should have now, or ever should have had, either independent
or pertinent meaning. It is quite permissible in many
languages to invent them outright, if only the result prove
snfficientl.Y " t1-tking." In such cases, however, it is generally
desirable to invoke the aid of balance, alliteration, or assonance Thus we come at length to the " soi kham " as the
.. ..
.. Siamese call it, or the " jingle " as we may
Th e
Jlng 1e.
t erm 1.
't E'xamp 1es are : " kh a SUi
··1 kh a sua
·· ·,
enem'ies l. 31 ; or " sam1k sanan ".folly, and " nangsi.i. nangha "
books, of modern Siamese ;-or our own riff-1'ajf, picnic,
b1·ic-a-b1·ac.
Balance, assonance, an<.l11lliteration have already brought
us to the confines of verse. Metre and rhyme
M:~~~:. d differ from these in degree rather than in kind .
Pt·imitive speech. if at all formal, turns naturally
to metrical form, Our inscription is no exception to this rule.
The balanced series cited above are metrical as well. But
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there ar e other forms more elaborate and striking. 1) M ost
.
. common, perhaps, is the short iambic verse of
The_
l
a
m
.
h
i
d1po dy. e t'vo feet only- cA. dipody ' that is- of four words
arranged in two balanced pairs . The pairs
are coupled together at the point of junction by a cresural tie rhyme, and the whole is expressive of a single gene ralized idea.
Examples from th e t ext are ;-" phrai fn kha thai,'' Siarnese
subjects l. 23; "chep thawng khawng chai," d-ist?·essed in rn'ind
ll. 33-34; "phi nawng tha wng rl.iu," own b1·others ctncl sisters
l. 2. Fourteen or fifteen of this species alone nre to be found
in th e inscription . They abound everywhere in Siamese literature and speech. This seems ind eed to be the fundamen tal
pattern from which by variation are derived nearl y all t.h e
other distinctly metrical form s which occur in Siamese prose.
2) One of th ese derived forms is simply an expanE~f;~dd;d sion of it by the inse rtion of identical words int o
the two members of the dipody, Thus in " khan
phu lak mak 'p hu sawn ," slta1·es with stealer, consO?"ts with hide-r
II. 26-27, the four accented words, khau- la.k- mak- sawn,
represent the original framework of the dipocly, while th e relative phu is the add ed element. I n the much longer "hen
khan th an baw khdi,i phin, hen sin than baw khrai duat. ll. 2728, the four accented words, kbau- phin- sin-than, mark the
simple patt ern , with order and caesural tie-rhym e accurately
ke pt ; while the added material has expanded the simple iambic
dipody t o three times its original dim ensions. It makes now
two anaprestic verses ; yet th e tie-rhyme is not displaced. 3)
A variation apparently simpler is product~d by merely increasinbo' th e number of units, and building up thus a
T h e s t anz a .
continuous stanza. A fin e example occurs in II.
18- 19 : Nai nam mi pla,
Nai na mi khau;
Chau muang baw au,
Cha ka wp nai phrai.
H ere th e firs t couplet answers ex~ctly to an expansion of
the pattern : nam- pla- na- khau, as described above, with
pla and na fo r the tie-rhym e between the first two verses.
But at this point come in the intricate rules of rhyme in
stanzaic verse. K han determines not only the tie -rhyme
which is to link the t wo couplets togeth er (in kb a u- chau),
but the end-rhyme (au) of verse 3 as well. There are th us

0
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two rhymes and five rhy ming words in this short stanza.
Had this been a stanza of a continuous poem, there should
have been two rhymes more to link it with the stanzas
preceding and following.
It is scarcely necessary to remark how well these terse,
balanced, and metrical forms serve the purProverbs
poses of proverbial and aphoristic utterance,
and
maxims.
the pithy maxims of policy and of life. The
reputed sayings of King Alfred ::tnd of Phdi,
Ruang are here alike in point. Their form not merely
makes them more impressive, but makes it possible to
remember and repeat thAm. There is little doubt that the
three examples last cited were actually quoted by the Prince
from a mass of current " saws" concerning the methods
am] results of just government 1.

Qontrary to what might be expected, these poetic forms
are no unwarranted invasion of the· realm of
Function
of poetic
prose. Like any other poetic quotation or
form
allusion, they serve rather to mark very natuin prose.
rally elevation of thought, the touch of lyric
feeling, a glimpse of the ideal. This function is finely showu
in a passage already cited, (ll. 18-19) which begins the
sketch of a happy and prosperous realm under a kind and
just government; and again in the Epilogue, where, as we
pause to take our last look at the Prince, it seems as
though he were already a memory in the hearts of his
people. The stately, measured words in which are summed
up the aims of his life read like an echo of the closing
verses of the Book of Deuteronomv.
If we pass from form to content, the most striking feature of the diction is, no doubt, its concreteObjectivity
ness,
its objectivity. Everything touched upon
and
visualizais
visualized-is
realized in terms of space,
tion.
action, and motion. This is true even of the lyric
passages of which we h::tve been speaking But it is much
more true when th e Prince's thought is free to range at
will. Then it is ever "this city of Sl'1kh othai," "this grove
of palm trees," "this stone slab," "the bell hung up there,"
l Since the above was written there has come unexpected confirmation of this
statement. In looking casnally over some fragments of in scription s which arrived a
few days ago at the l{oyal Library, l was surprised and pleased to light upon the precise duplicate of the second of the three referred to, the one found in 11. 27-28.
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the forest-monastery yonder." The demonstratives, in fact,
seem to be the most bard-worked word sin his whole vocabulary. It is the same when he recalls the battle so narrowly retrieved, in which, as a mere stripling, he won his
spurs and his name. H e tl;l ere sees the movements as ''to
left" and 11 to ri ght.' ' He sees the soldiers "flee, beaten
and cowering." The elephants n.re "driven." The lad "urges
his way into the fight ahead of his father." It is "a thrust
of a weapon hurled " that disables the opposing elephant
and turns the tid e of battle. It is the same when he recount s the glories of his capital city. There are, of course,
th e noble temple grounds and buildings, the palace, the market place, the "groves of tamarind and mango, fair as if made to
look at." But his real interest is in th e moving spect;1cles, in
scenes of thronging human life and motion- the imposing
ceremonies at the consecration of the inscribed stones, and at
the taking of the oath of fealty; the illuminations and fireworks
" when th e Prince burns candles, when he plays with fire ;" the
great city gates when storm ed by th e t remendous rush of
people surging through to see the spectacle. A nd in the midst of
all, that inimitable touch revealing the very heart of an artist
and poet,-that " gushing rock-spring of water as clear and as
goou to drink of as is the K.hong in the dry season 1 .
11

THE MAN.
The most interesting thing in the whole writing is the
man himself, Prince Khun Ram Khamba:mg- The inscription
commemorates his reign. He himself is the speaker, at least
throughout the body of the document. The perspective is
that of a man of large and generous nature looking back with
not unreasonable satisfaction over a long and strenuous career.
· In it he bas risen from being th e youngest son of a petty feudal
chieftain--as we gather from the atmosphere and background
of the opening scenes- to a point where he challenges the
allegiance of the whole Thai race (ll. 99-100). His territory,
at first not stretching further· than twenty miles from his
1 The Me K hon g is fed by m elting sn ows on t he slopes north of the Himalaya. V{hen its sprin g Hood is ove·r, 1 a m told t hat it run s clear and cold. But in
such a matter I s hould be •1uite willin g to t ake the word of a man with eyes and heart
like those of the P rince. On ly on e who had seen and t asted and felt could have spoken
so.
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father' s stronghold, incl ud es at last an a rea quite comparable
in extent to th at held by Siam today, and not greatly diffe rent
from that 1. Had this been all, he wo uld not command f rom
us more attention th an we give to many anoth er bold adventurer who has don e as much or more. B nt of his battles and
campaigns-which no doubt were many-there is no parade
whatever. If the Epilogue be the work of anoth er hand, as
indeed seems likely, there is no mention of them at all in the
Prince's writing, sa ve in th at one opening scene wherein he slyly
laughs at his own boyish presumption and lack of deco rum .
Whoever wrote the Epilogue, the ambition there ascribed t o
him " to become lord and ruler unto all the Thai" was undoubt edly his. B ut it was coupled with the nobler ambition "to
become preceptor a nd in structor to t e~ch all the Thai to know
true righteousness," " t o plant and rear the host of the sons of
his city and realm to be in accord with righteousness, every
one."
This capacity for a noble idealism is everywhere apparent
throughout this all too brief wri ting. It is seen in the Prince's.
choice of the things he deems most memorable in all his r eign :
-the invention of writing ; the solemn reverence paid by him
and by his people t o the sacred relics-symbols of the best
and the highest they knew in human life and character; and the
consecration and setting up of the inscribed st ones which were
to record in Siamese words the achievement of a united Siam .
It is seen in the love of justice and the passion for righteous ness which everywhere flash forth fr om t he writing.
It is seen in his unaffected delight in the prosperity of his
realm, the piety and the happiness of his people. It is
1 Phitsanul ok , distant about twenty miles from Sukhot ha i to the south-east, is
named in the list of pl aee.· added by t il e Prince to his r ealm. The fact t hat th e n ame
of Si Sachanalai, at a bo nt t he same distance to t he north, does not a ppear as p ar t of
t he Prin ce's st yl e and t itle unt il we find onrselves among t h e lat er events of his r eign ,
leads us to count it also as a city t hat he had r ecent ly won . T ak, at a litt l e greater
distance to t he west, seems to h ave been contested ground at t he openin g of the stor y.
In com parison wit h Siam of today, the Prince's territory in its nor t hern por tion
was consider ably larger, reaching as it did from beyond t h e Me K hon g (ll. 115- 116) to
P egn an d th e ocean (l. 120), anrl including the valley of t !J e U, t he great north ern
af:Huent of th e Khong (l. 100). At t he same time, it did not incl ude t he Chi ang maiChiangrai ar ea, which at t his time was dominated by the pictmesque and famou: Meng
Rai, who fo und ed Chian gmai in 1296 A . D., only three years later t han our date. In the
M en am delta, t il e list includ e: nothing to the east and south-east of t he P hitsanulokN akh awnsawan-Suphan -T hach in lin e,-not hing, t hat is, to the east of t he west ern
delta-stream. The omission of Lawo (Lop ltbnri) is also significant . Th e for ces which
brot1g ht a bont t he suprem acy of Ayut hia, and wit h it t he dow nfall of S uk hothai, were,
no doubt already at wor k, thou g h t he city of Ayuthia was no t founded until sixty years
lat er ; t h at is, in 1350 A.D .
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seen in the loving pride with which he regards his schollarly 1\Hihathen, "who ha.d studied the Tripitaka unto its
end." It is this capacity for a noble idealism, together with
the enthusiasms insepar~-tble from it, which constitute the
Prince's real claim to distinction- -a claim which I feel sure
no one who reads the record will disallow. We need not
enquire how fl-tr the actual performance fell short of the
inward vision. Fall short it must. But to have known
and loved the Highest, and with all one's heart to have
striven to establish that Highest in the world, is distinction high enough for any man.-Indeed there is no higher.
_But I detain you too long among these preliminaries.
Let us hear the Prince himself.

TRANSLATION .

NOTE :-Small figures indicate the number of the line in both Text
and Transliteration. In r omanized words all umnarked vowels are long-a depart ure from t he r egular philological practice necess.itktt ed by the exigencies of
the press. Square brn.ekets include words whose sta t us is in considerable
doubt, wh ether as regards text or syntax or r endering. R ound brackets
enclose words added in cxplankttion of terms.

My father's name was Si Intharathlt. My mother's name
.
. .
was Lady Si.Uing. My elder brother's name
H1s fami
or1g1n
·· ~
(W arcl en of th e R ea1m ). 2
and
ly. was B an .1'M uang
W e, elder and younger born from the same womb
were fi ve ; brothers three, sisters two. My elder brother 3
who was first, di ed and left me while yet little. When I grew
up reaching 4 nineteen rice-harvests, K hi:'m Sam Chon (Prince
of Three Peoples ), lord of Mi.i.ang Cbawt, came to Mtiang Tak.
H is youth f ul My father went to fight 5 K hun Sam Chon by
exploit in
the right. K lrun Sam Chon pressed on to meet
b a ttl e .
him by the left . K.hun Sam 6 Chon charged in
force. My father's people fled in haste, broken and scatter ed. 7 I fl ed not.. I bestrode the elephant N eka P hon
(Host of Warriors). I urged him into the melee in fron t of
my father. I engaged s K hun Sam Chon in elephant-duel. I
myself thrust Khun Sa m Chon's elephant- the one called 9
Mat Mtiang (K in gdom's Treasu~· e ) so that he was worsted.
K h un Sam Chon was vanquished, fl ed. My fa ther therefore
raised my name 10 t o the title P hra Ram Khamhreng, because
I thr ust K hun Sam Chon's elep hant.
During
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my father's ti11te I was supp ort and stay unto my
father; I w~ s support aucl stay unto my mother.
b r othe:ly d e- If I got the 1 ody 12 of a deer or the body of a fish,
vot wn .
I brought i to my father. If I got any fruit,
1
tart or sweet, 3 that I at and relished, at e and found good,
I brought it to my father. If I went 14 to lmnt elephants,
an d got t hem, I brought them to my father. If I went to
hamlets or 15 t owm, and got elephants, got elephant's trunks,
got slaves, got damsels, got silv er, got gold, I brought 16 and
left th em with my father. My father died. I continued t o be
supp ort and stay unto my brother 17 just as I had been unto
His fi li a l and
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my father. My brother rlied. So I got the realm entire to
myself.
18 During the time of Prince Kirlin Ram K hamh::eng this
.
realm of SukhothtLi has prospered. In the
His P:~~~~rous water 19 are fish, in the field is rice.
The lord
of the realm takes them not. He would invest them in his people. Along the higlnvays people 2o lead
cattle to trade, ride horses to sell. Whoever wishes to deal
in elephants, deals; whoever 2 1 wishes to deal
Fr~=~~~ty~nd in horses, deals ; whoever wishes to d eal in
silver, in gold, deals. Among common folk
of the reahn, 22 among lords or nobles, if any one soever
dies or disappears from house and home, the Prince trusts,
23 supports, aids.
They are always getting children and
wives, are always growing rice, [these J folk of the realm,
subjects of the Thai. Their groves of 24 areca, their groves of
betel, the Prince trusts wholly to them to keep for their own
Justice. children. If people of the realm, 25 if lords or
nobles do wrong, fall out, are at at enmity with
each other, he makes inquisition, gets at the 26 truth,
and then decides the case for his subjects righteously,
'shares not with stealer, consorts not with 27 hider, '; 'sees
another's goods and covets not, sees another's ·wealth and
Generous
rages not'. 28 Whoever comes riding his eletreat.m.ent of phant to visit the city, comes to the moat and
visitor s.
waits be::;ide it for 29 me. Has he no elephants,
no horses, no slaves, no damsels, no silver, 30 no gold, I give
to him. Has he wealth to found towns and cities 3 1 to be
foes and enemies, to be strongholds for war and fighting, I
kill not nor smite him. 32 In the. entering in of the gate is a
bell hung up there. If folk aggrieved 33 within town or city
have controversies or matters that distress them within and
34 cramp their hearts, which they would declare unto their
lord and prince,-there is no difficulty. Go ring the 35 bell
which he has hung up there. Prince Khun Ram
t~~P~:i~~~- Kh:ilnh::eng, lord of the realm, can 36 hear the
call. When he has made investigation, h e sifts
the case for thm11 according to right.
Thus it is that in 37 this city of Sukhothai the people
. · are everywhere establishing plantations of areca
The cft~~ltal and betel throughout the city.
38 Cocoanut
groves and groves of lang are 39 plenty in
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this city. Mangoes and tamarinds arc 40 plenty in this
city. Whoever plants them has them secure to himself.
41 [Within] this city of
Stikhothai there is a gushing
rock-spring of water as clear in color and as good to
drink of 42 as is the water of the Khong in the dry
season. Around this city of Sl'tkhothai [tho circuit] 43 reaches
to three thousand four hundred fathoms.
People in this city of St:ikhothai 44 are given to alms,
. .
are given to observing the precepts, are given to
1
e lgwn. n1aking offerings. Prince Khun Ram Khan~ha:mg, 45
lord of this realm of Sl'tkhothai, with the matrons and nobles of
the city, their retinues of servants and maidens, 4 6 the gentry
one and all, both male and female, 4 7 and the mass of , common
folk, have reverence for the teaching of Buddha. Every one of
them keeps the precepts during 4 8 Wasa (Buddhist Lent).
When Wasa is over, there are the offerings of Khathrn for a
month before they 49 arc ended. In these presentations there
are all sorts of money, all sorts of fruits, 50 all sorts of flowers;
there are cushions for sitting and cushions for reclining to
accompany the yellow robes 51 offered year by year; and they
take with them Jan leaves to designate the recipients of the
Khathfn, going even unto the 52 forest-monastery yonder.
vVhen they would r etmn into tho city, they stretch
in line from the forest-monastery 53 yonder unto Hua Lan
Dam, making the air resound with the sound of timbrels
and lutes, 54 the sound of carolling and singing. Whoever
likes to sport, sports ; whoever 55 likes to laugh, laughs;
whoever likes to sing, sings.
R

This city
..

56

of Sukhothai has four gates exceeding great.
The people throng and press each other fear0~J~;;~s~.f fully there, when they 57 come in to see him
(the Prince) burn candles, to see him play with
:fire within this city of Sl'tkhothai. 58 In the midst of this
city of Sl'tkhothai there are temple-buildings, there are
5 9 bronze images of
Buddha ;-there is one eighteen
cubits high. There are images of Buddha 60 that are great,
there are images that are ol beautiful. There are temples
that are great, there are temples that are beautiful. There
are reverend 62 teachers, there is .
., there are
venerable monks; there is a Mahathon (Arch-priest).
Toward sunset 63 from this city of Sl'tkhothrLi is a forest-monastery. Prince Khun Ram Khamhreng made of it 64 an
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offering unto Phra lVHi.hathen, the Arch-priest, the scholar
who studied the Tr1pltaka unto its end, 65 the bead of his
order, and above every other teacher in this realm. He
came here from 66 Sithammarat. In the midst of that forestmonastery is a temple-building that is 67 la~ge, lofty, and
exceeding fair. It has an eighteen-cubit image standing
erect. 68 Tovvard sunrise from this city of Sukhothai there
are temples with venerable teachers. 69 There is a great
lake; there are groves of areca and betel, there are plantations and fields, there is inhabited country 7° with villages
great and small, there are groves of mango and tamarind, as
lovely as if made only to be looked at. 7 1 Towards bed's-foot
(north) from this city of Siikhothai there is a [public] market
place, 72 there is a Phra achana, there is a royal palace, there
are groves of cocoanut and 73 lang, there are plantations and
fields, there is inhabited country with villages great
and small. Toward 74 bed's head (south) from this city
of Sukhothai there are monk's cells, and a temple
with venerable teachers 75 dwelling there. There is Sridaphongs
there are groves of cocoanut and lang, of mango and tamarind; 76 ther e are upland waters. In yonder mountain is a
demon-spirit, Phra Khaphl'mg, that 77 is greater than every
other spirit in this realm. If any Prince ruling this realm 7'o
of Sukhothai reverences him well with proper offerings, this
realm stands firm, this realm 79 prospers. If the spirit be not
reverenced well, if the offerings be not right, the spirit in the
mountain does not protect, does not 80 regard ;-this realm
perishes.
In 1214 of the era, year of the Great Dragon, Prince Khun
.
.
Ram 8 1 Khamhceng, lord of this realm of Si
Th~~~~~~~bect Sachanalai-Sukhothai, [having] planted this
grove of palm trees 82 fourteen rice-harvests
[before], caused workmen to hew slabs of stone and to
set them up in the open space 83 in the center of this
palm grove. :B-,rom the day when the moon was quenched and reappeared, for eight clays, 84 and from the clay
when the moon filled out her orb, for eight days [more],
a company of venerable teachers, reverend priests, with
the Arch-priest, 85 went up and sat above the slabs of stone,
intoning the Law unto the laity and to the multitude 86 of
people who were observing the precepts. If it were not
a clay for reciting the Law, Prince Kh(m Ram Khamhceng,
8 7 lord of this realm of Si Sachanalai-Sl'1khothai, went up
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and sat above the slabs 88 of stone, and had the mass of
lords, of nobles, and of soldiers pledge themselves together unto home 89 and realm. On the days of new and
of full moon, he had the white elephant named Ruchasi
arrayed 90 with trappings and housings all of gold and
ivory . . . . . . right . . . , . . and 91 Prince Kln1n Ram
KamhEeng mounted and rode forth to worship the Buddha
.
[in the forest]-monastery, and 92 came Iagain]. One
10J~t~~n. inscription is in MiHing ChaWing, built into the
(pagoda) 93 Phra Sri Ratanathat. One inscription is
in a cave called the cave 94 of [Phra. H]am, situate on the bank
of the stream Samphai. One inscription is in the cave 95 [Ratana]than (Sparkling Brook). In the midst of this palm grove
are two Salas : one called 96 Sala Phra Mat (of the Golden
Buddha), one called Phuttha B . . . . This stone slab, named
97 Manang Slla Batra (Thought lodged in Stone), is set here
that all may see [that J 98 Prince Khl'm Phra Ram KhamhEeng,
son of Prince Khun S1 Intharath1t, is 99 lord in this realm of
S1 Sachanalai-Sl'1khothai, alike over Ma, Kao, L;:w, 100 and
Thai of regions under the firmament of heaven, . . . . . Thai
dwelling on the U, dwelling on the Khong.
\Vhen was

10 1

reached 1209 of the era, year of the Hog,
he had the sacred relics exhumed that all 1o2
Th~e~~~red might see. He made solemn sacrifice in reverence 't o the reli cs for a month and six days ;
and then 1o3 interred them in the heart of the city Si Sachanalai,
and built over them 104 a pagoda, six rice-harvests until it was
done. And he built a stone wall about the sacred 105 relics,
three rice harvests till it was done.
Heretofore these strokes of Siamese writing were not. 106
In 1205 of the era, year of the Goat, Prince Khun
T~e first Ram KhamhEeng sought and desired 107 in his heart,
Siamese
. t o use th ese s t ro 1~es of s·mmese wn't'mg.
w
riting. ancl put m
And so there are these strokes of Siamese writing
because 108 that Prince [put them to use. J
That Khl'm Phra Ram KhamhEeng_ sought 109 to be ruler
.
and lord unto all the Thai ;-sought to be 11o preEpilogue. ceptor and instructor to teach all the Thai to know
111 true virtue and righteousness. Among men that live in the
realm of the Thai, for 112 knowledge and insight, for bravery
and daring, for energy 113 and force, there cannot be found a
man to equal him-able to subdue hosts of 114 enemies with
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cities wide and elephants many. Eastward he conquered and
secured to pis realm 115 Sa : Luang (Phich1t), Sawng Khw::e
(Phltsaniilok), La mbachai, Sakha, up to the banks of the
Khong 11 6 and on to W iang Chan and Wiang Kham. Southward 117 he won the men of Phra Bang, (Nakhawnsawan)
Bhrrek (Sangkh abmi), Suphanaphum, u s Rachaburi, Phechaburi, Sithammarat, and the shore of the 11 9 ocean sea. Westward he won Mi.i.ang Chawt, 120 Mi.i.an g .. . . Hongsawadi
(Pegu), with the ocean for 121 boundary. N orthward he won
Mtiang Phl re, M ii.ang Man, 122 Mii.ang . . . . . . ., Mtiang
Phlua, and beyond the banks of th e K hong, 12 3 Mi.Hing Chawa
(Luang P hrabang), securing th em to his realm. H e planted
and nurtured a host of sons of his city 124 and realm to be in
accord with righteousness every one.
Ladies and gentlemen :- I think you will agree with
me that we have here som ething far more valuable and important than a unique philological document, however important a document of that kind it may be. W e have something
mure important than a unique historical documefit, which
undoubtedly it is. We have bere what some one has ca lled a
'human document ' of uncommon richn ess and power. We
have a glimpse of the heart and the id eals of a man. The
heart was one tha t could conceive, and the hand was one
that:for his brief day could bring to some realization that ideal
toward which we all are still yearning- a Siam united, free,
and good.

TRA N SLITERATION
INTO MODERN SIAMESE CHARACTERS.

N OTE.-This transliteration f o llow~:~ the t ext of t he stone line for line
and letter for letter, save only that the subs0ript and supen ;cript vowels of
modern Siamese type cannot be made to ~ ta ud in line along with the consonants, as they do in the text. All letters or words th a t cannot be fairly
made out on the stone, and that ar e therefore supplied conjecturally, are
pltteed within brackets. The reader should not be disturbed by t he unexpected position of certain elements in th e sequence of the syllable. The
sequence given is tha t of the t ext, and not that of modern Siamese spelling.
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NOTES.

N. B. References by numeral are to the numbered
lines of the Text and of the Transliteration. With these also
correspond the numbered lin es of the Translation, so far as
differences of idiom permit. lleferences hy letter are to publications named in the Bibliography, as follows :B.

Bastian: J oumal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1864.

S.

Schmitt : Deux Anciennes Inscriptions Siamoises,

P.

Pavie : Mission Pavie; Etudes Diverses II, 1898.

1885.
RS. ~m l~tls 'if 1"1l1'Vl (Riiang Stikhothai,) Bangkok, 1908.
It has not been thought neccessary to perplex the
reader with unfamiliar spellings, save in cases where the text
itself is in question. Ordinarily, therefore, words are cited in
their moder:o form.
1. The first word ~ is of interest as showing that the
names of the Siamese letters were pronounced then as they
are now ; that is, with the tJ- vowel instead of with the a-vowel
of Indian usage. Simple tl- vowel final therefore is nowhere
written in this text, it being inherent in the preceding consonant. But ·u medial always appears. Thus we have
~ 7, and '11 23 ; but 1.!m, 'Vlm 2, Utl~ 4.
Other important
points wherein the early usage of this letter is at variance
with the present are illustrated in this same context, and will
therefore be considered together here. a ) The vowel "' did
not then require an tl ' supporter ' after it any more than did
any other simp le vowel See k.'IT ~~II) 1, .~.'IT ( ~tl) 26, " 1:1 (t1tl)
88. The tl must now be written after every open ( final )
"'-vowel, but the usage is wholly anomalous. b ) An initial
vowel sound regularly required the tl- ' supporter' then, as it
always does now. But the second word in the Prince's title
_ ... 'W'Vl:il for ~'W'I1l:il -appears without it both here and in 98,
suggesting that the theory was not then fully grasped. c )
Another token of imperfect-mastery of the system is seen in
tlie use of the letter in diphthongs of the !~m type. In closed
syllables with these diphthongs the tl appears, properly enough,

u,
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as symbol of the vowel which forms the second element, or
" vanish ". But contrary to the analogy of a ) above, and
contrary also to present usage, whenever the syllable is open,
an extra -eJ must appear as ' supporter.' Thus we have
"'!~m, ""!:wm in 1, but '"' !eJ-e:J-e:J, '"'!~'fJfl in 3. d) The cases of "'mrw
( nt,~) 15, 29, of "'m-e:Jn, 31, and " !~n 114 (for ~n), of "'!tu ( fi~ ),
116, and of '11 "lm (for) ~~ 20, may indicate uncertainty as to the
spelling, or may point to a different pronunciation of those
vowels.
The last word but one in the line is given as 'Vlt.~ in S.
P corrects it rightly to tnt.~ ( m~ ).
There is no doubt that the vigorous native idiom of
these openin g lines seems shockingly rude to the ordinary
Siamese, accustomed to expect in such a document nothing but
the artificialities and servilities of courtly speech. I fear
that a certain squeamishness of this same nature lingers
even among people who ought to know better, and that it may
be largely responsible for the general lack of interest and
pride the Siamese have hitherto shown in this record and in
this man. Especially offensive to such is the uncompromising
1st personal pronoun 1J of a time when both prince and subject,
without insolence and without slavishness, could use the same
" I ". This word, with its companion of the second person,
:IJ~ is now entirely banished from courteous speech. The third
of the group, l-l"t.~ when used of persons now carries a distinct
note of contempt. But the Prince applies it to his distinguished visitors, l. 30, and more surprisingly still, to a temple
building, l. 66. In this, as in many other points, the Lao
is much nearer the ancient-and in this case the more viriletype. The story of tbe debasement of the pronouns is too long
to be told here; but with l'egard to one of them see below, l. 26.
2. The first word is plainly 'Uiil. S has it so in his text,
but makes it 'phu ' in his transliteration and translation. P
boldly re-writes it to 11 n in his text. The word is a 1st personal pronoun now obsolete or provincial (Lao), anrl generally
plural in sense, with a following appositive. (See Frankfurter:
Sian1ese Grammar, p . 68.)
1~~ is the numeral ~m, which form also occurs 95, 115 .
Similar uncertainty as to this medial vowel is found in other
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words :- l "liS 42,
71, 74, 117, 121.

"lim

100; l tlfl 48, 83,

tltlfl

l 00, 115 ; l ·w:w 50,

'Wti'W

2-3. !~tl which occurs twice in this sentence, is
the well-known sentimental 1st personal pronoun of the
romances. S copies it rightly, but is quite at a loss what to
do with it. In face of the explicit language of the text that
" my elder brother who was first died from me while yet
little," S renders : '' L e frere qui suivit l'aine (le cadet)
mourut." P 's text is right, and his understanding of the general drift of the passage ; but troubled still by the memory of
!eJtl, he gratuitously ad ds : " le frere cadet m'est r este." The
second !eJtl S gets r1d of by transliterating it as !~tl. which
gives an impossible syntax. In the second word beyond this
S was puzzled by the unfamiliar !!~ ( 1!~) , and writes the word
!W in his text, and se in his transliteration, - with no intelligible meanin g in either case. RS gives a modern gloss 1?11 !!~
for l?l~:W !!~, which no doubt gives the true meaning. But l?l'U:W
seems wholly obsolete.
The read er \Vill notice that division of words at the end
of a line caused the early scribe no difficulty whatever. The
line simply ended with the last letter that could conveniently
be included.
4. The word l'lll ( rice ) is here u sed as a measure of
time equivalent to ' year '. It occurs again in the same sense
in 82, 104, 105. The other word for year--d- is used also in
this text, but only in connection with the name of the cyclic
year of date :-80, 101, 106.
The words 1'W ~1:w 'lf'W mean 'lord (prince) of three peoples'; and I understand them to be the chieftain's feudal title
as overlord of three clans, while~~ !:Wm l?llfl names his civic
aut.hority and his stronghold. Bo th French versions, however,
read "mandarin (or seigneur) de troisieme rang ", plainly
understanding 'lluu instead of 'lf'W of their own tex t. They
thus imply an imperial organization of government wholly
unknown in feudal Siam. Tak is now a mined town a short
distance above the mod ern Ra.hceng, and about forty miles
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west of Sukhothai. Chawt has not been identified. ~ here
and in 14 we must understand to have been pronounced ~El
as explained under 1 above. It. is clearly the equival~mt of~'
and like it is an enclitic form, with specialized function, of
' the substantive ~ 'pla,ce '.
5. The phrases mm'i.l VJ"5'li:Jl are not now used in Siamese
to designate direction, but are readily understood as meaning
'to the left', 'to the right'. The precise positions may not be
very clear in this case, but there is nothing eitller in text or
in context to support the 'rive gauche' and 'rive droit' of
S. and P. ·
6. Uncertainty as to the sentence structure has made
possible what I cannot but regard as an misunderstanding of
the entire situation here described. Who was it that fled ? All
previous translators, looking only at the nearest phrase, ~El 1i,
have assumed that it was 'my father' who fled. But in the
first place, the filial piety which the writer so eamestly claims
just below, 11. 11-16, should have forbidden the parade of
such cowardiee on the part of his father, especially as there
is not the slightest necessity for mentioning it here, even were
it the fact. In the second place, the very next line seems
plainly to imply that his father was not only there, but was
actually pushing on to the encounter ;- else how ·could the
sou "urge his elephant in ahead of his father"; that is, usurp
his father's place in the impending duel? In the third place,
the very number and variety of the words used to express
the idea of fleeing, make it difficult to understand their
application to a single subject like 'my father'.
Far more
naturally would such an inclusive and generalized predicate
apply to the flight of a mass of men or of an army. Furthermore, the syntax does not by any means necessitate such a
construction. ~EJ 1i might without violence be regarded as
standing in genitive construction with the phrase just preceding which I have comprehensively rendered 'people' (of
which see further below ), and then the whole phrase ' my
father's people ' would become subject of the verb -phrase of
fleeing. There is no difficulty involved in leaving !-Dl thus at
.the end of the preceding predicate-m~tl'W 1-D-i='charged home' ..
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There remains still a difficulty, but it involves the one
construction quite as much as the other. It lies in the phrase
l'l'l~ ell vrm 1~, and more particularly in its second member, to
which it seems almost imp ossible to assign any meaning within the natural range of its terms which shall seem at all compatible with the situation described. Lvd ell all agree in regarding as the antique form of the phrase now known as
lw~
meaning 'people of the realm'. vrm 1~ ' faces bright '
is also a phrase in current use as a poetic figure for 'glad'
'cheerful'. But there seems to be no way of justifying such
untimely gladness in the face of imminent disaster, or of
justifying ·its mention here at all, even if it were actually felt.
'rhe only way out, it seems to me, is to take the whole phrase
as a stock expression in rhetorical or poetic style, equivalent
perhaps to something like 'loyal subjects', taking the epithet
as wholly conventional-in fact a poetic commonplace like
Homer's ' blameless Ethiopians ' and Virgil's 'pius JEneas'.
This phrase, it should be noted, occurs again, l. 21, in a context where the epithet is almost as inexplicable as it is here.
On this point see further Note, l. 23 below.
This last suggestion derives support from the marked
tendency toward formal and conventional phrasing throughout
this inscription. This earliest written speech in the language
is as yet by no means free from the leading-strings of poetry.
The theme itself is essentially a ballad theme. This very
phrase is a striking example of the metrical form which
continually recurs here, unmistakably marked as such by the
curious internal rhyme, as well as by the formal balance of its
members. The conventional character of these expressions,
"QlOreover is generally marked by some isolation or obscurity
of meaning attaching to one or more of their members, due,
as we may imagine both to exigencies of rhyme and to the use
of antiquated diction. Another feature which connects them
with the ballad-forms is their capacity for impromptu variation. Two examples in this text are plainly variations of this
very phrase which we are considering; namely lw~ ell "lil l'Vl

vh

1. 23, and l'l'l~ ell VIm tln l. 32-33. Indeed the modern Siamese

phrase for people of the realm, lw~ Wl "lil !!~'W~'W, is but another
variant of the same original, in which all inherited obscurity
in the second member is at last cleared up by the explicit
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meaning of its t erms. Variation in the pattern itself, inst ead
of variation in content, is illustrated in the last phrase of this
line, VIU b1J~l~U ~l~U "'l!!"'l . The rhythm is here triple in both
members, augmented as they are by the introduction of a
short alliterative syllable in each before the main stress. For
a general view of this ·subject of metrical forms in prose, the
reader is referred to pp. 19-21 above.
The word "' VI'W jlecl, near the end of the line, illustrates
one of the difficulties growin g out of the fact that when the
vowels were given their place in the line, they were not also
given their place in the sequence of letters in the syllable.
Since the vowel "' must appear at the beginni11g of the syllable
in which it is used, no matter where in the syllable it is
actually pronounced, it comes about that 'ni' fled, is spelled
exactly as is 'hin' stone, ll. 82, 85. The return of this group of
vowels to the places above and below, which they occupied in
the Indian scheme, has obviated the difficulty in their
cases-indeed, this difficulty may have hastened their return.
But a similar uncertainty as to pronunciation still besets the
prepositive vowels. Only the context can determine whether
!!VI~ spells 'hreng' or 'ng;:;e'; whether !~I'll spells ' phlau ' or
'phela '.
As regards the text, S bas transformed the second
word of I. 6 beyond recognition, and beyond possible pronunciation, by writing an extra !'l' bodily in place of the 1
before the consonant. P leaves off the 'mai ek' both in this
word and in ~l~U furth er on. But omissions and even alterations of accents by P are far too frequent to call for
individual notice. ell is made into ti1, which is probably right
as a correction ; but it is not th e reading of the stone. ti1 does
appear once out of five occasions of the use of the word, in
I. 21.
7. The vacant space at the beginning of this line was
once occupied by some letter, for a trace of a part of its right
hand stroke still remains. \Vhatever it was, it cannot be a
part of the followin g word. s followed t.he obvious suggestion
of making it a part of the previous word, and wrote in a ~
almost at random, it would seem, since it makes a word of
no intelligible sense. P follows S both in text and transliter-

./
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ation. The word at the end of the previous line may be the
equivalent ofthe modem!!~, meaning 'dwarf' 'squat,' 'creeping'.
In default of any better· suggestion I have taken it so, and
rend er it 'cowering'. RS inserts the sign of repetition, 1'
which may possibly have been the missing character. But it
hardly seems likely that such a cleve r clerical device should
have been in nse when writing was so new ; and a repetition
of the last syllable of the balanced phrase spoils the rhythm,
which the Siamese never forgets. I leave the gap therefore
as I find it.
The 7th word of this line is read by all the editors as ~n ·
The plain readin g of the st one is rwn. The vowel is positively
1 , and not v.
Tho on ly doubt about the consonant is as to
whether a certain small break in the stone has obliterated the
loop of a 'W, or whether there never was any loop there, and
the letter was 'U. In either case, to read ~n requires an
alteration of the text which the scholar should be loth to make,
but which has found favor only because of the obvious sense
it gives-'J'ai perce la foule' . But the text gives good
sense as it stands. All the other elephants that figure in
in this writing appear under their proper names. It would be
strange indeed if the hero's elephant alone, in the hero's only
recorded exploit, were left nameless. N eka Phon-shortened
as Dr. Frankfurter suggests from Aneka Phon, (a host of
troops)-would seem a very suitable name for a war elephant,
and such I take it to be.
The sort of treatment this text has suffered throughout
at the hands of editors is well shown in this single line. Of the
~ inserted at th e head of the lin e, which has no other raison
d'etre than that for a quarter of a century it has served to conceal an editor' s inability to do anything·else with it than to fill
an empty space, I have already spoken. Through mere carelessness it would seem, since no conceivable end is gained, S
writes 'VI (or is it m?) for iJ (2nd word ), and :w for 'W (7th word),
neith er change according with his own transliteration; and he
omits fom of the seven still legible accents of the line. P on
the other hand , with delib eration, but with equal clumsiness,
attempts by mere pen-stroke to make over 1 into v (7th word),
with a result which resembles nothing wh atever in Prince Ram
Khamhreng's alphabet. I n future I shall spare myself and

my readers further illustration of this point, and shall confine myself to such alterations of the text as directly concern
the sense.
8. ~~ 'to thrust with a weapon hurled'. It hardly can be
"je sautai sur I' elephant" of S, nor even "je combattis son
elephant" of P.
The second word seems to me to be a part of the
elephant's name, :Wlfl 1ilm "the city's gold, or treasure," and I
take the next word u~ ' defeated' as expressing the result of
the thrust. S and P, following only the cue of the word
1irm, take u~ for uw~, the well known Lao city. But among
some hundreds of elephant's names encountered in reading, I
cannot recall a single monosyllabic one; and that city's name
occurs in this text spelled uw~ l. 121.
9.

10. !~II, 'became.' In modern Siamese the word is
almost exclusively prospective 'with a view to,' 'in order that,'
'for.'

In this text the use of the nikhahit ( o ) seems quite
unsettled. It was, of course, the 'anusvara' used in Indian
writing to indicate a nasalized final short a.
In · modern
Siamese and Lao, in combination with 1 -as in ~n-it is the
regular spelling of the syllable cwt. Indeed the alternative
spelling ti...:W almost never is seen save in the case of foreign
words. In this text forms without 1 are as numerous as forms
with it. Thus we have : ~um passim, 41 37, &1 53, Y11m 11, 16,
17, tmi 53, Z'TWl'U 94; over ~gainst rll 116, A~ 23, roll 86, bl~ 93,
94, Jl18, 41, 42, 94 w~1 16.

In each case the usage is quite
consistent. But the sign seems to indicate an entirely different
sound in ~=l':w acid 12, -vli'W perhaps 'VIl:i:idl49, 50, and ~'Ul"'ll'U--115 .

12. All the European editors so far seem quite unaware of the fact that V'\:Wl1l wa~;, and in the North still is, the
generic name for any edible fruit, including of course the fruit
par excellence, the areca-nut, but not by any means limited
to that. " Sour " and " sweet ", the terms ~pplied to the
word in this line, cannot without violence be applied to the
areca-nut; yet B, S, and P, all feel compelled to attempt that
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violence. The generic meaning of 'fruit' obviates all difficulties both here and in 49. The specifi c sense is clearly
intended in 24, 37, 69, as is indicated by its association with
r~~ (betel-leaf). The same word becom es a subordinate element
with vanishing significance in compounds, as VI:J..nn ~"Js, (mango ),
39, m ..nn "l!l:W (tam arind ) 40, m.nn Ml"J (cocoanut) 7'2, V\:Wln &'l ls 73.
Since the P rince's day loss of stress first shortened VI:Wln to :w"fl
(still beard in the North), and lastly to :w: or :w, which has now
become an integral part of the names of many fruit-bearing
trees-as indeed it bas in the case of the very ones just cited.
All such require the addition of a new word meauing fruit,
if fruit is distinctly intended .Thus we have ~n:w:::~"JS 'a mango',
but ~u :w:~"Js 'a mango tree '. The last phrase exactly parallels
our ' crab apple tree ', as compared with the earlier and more
idiom atic 'crab tree' . The history here sketched is no doubt
that also of many other dissyllabic native Siamese words,
whose compound natUl'e is now entirely forgotten ; as, for
example, the large group of household and market utensils,
and the still larger group of animal class-names beginningaccording to euphonic conditions-with m:, n:::, or 111:.
The word 'lang' I have not succeeded in finding as
the name of a fruit or a tree either south or north. A Lao
fri end recogn izes it as a jingling pendant used with V\:Wln Ml"J
'cocoanut ' but not known to him separately from that. Here
it would seem to be a different tree at together.
14. The second word is certainly
'look', S, nor Q 'I', P.

1WJ

'any', and not ~

13-14. The phrase ~ ww ~ 'llls has been the source of
much perplexity to all students of this text, native as well as
foreign. For what seems a very happy solution I am indebted
to the kindn ess of Chau Suriyawong of Chieng Mai. The
expression, he assured me, is a stereotyped phrase readily
understood by the Lao, meaning 'to hunt wild elephants'.
The apparent irrelevance of the terms used he explained as follows :-~is used in the same sense it still has in the phrase ~m~m
'to lay up the strands of rope'. VI~, of course, refers to the
strands of rawhid e used in making the riata for noosing the
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game, while :ls -tls should mean the place where the herd was
assembled together. The metrical form with cresural tierhyme certainly marks the phrase as conventional. See p. 20.
15. For the balanced phrasing see pp. 18-19. ·The
elephant's trunk is esteemed a great delicacy among the
northern tribes,-so much so that no common person would
think of keeping it for his own use. It is prepared by roasting
it in a deep pit, where it is kept covered up in hot earth for
days. P's rendering ' des defences des elephants ' both here
and in the previous line is odd enough ; but it suggests the
straits to which he was reduced.
16. Of ' je pleurai mon pere, et n'ayant plus a soigner
ce demier' (S), and of 'p leurant mon pere' (P ), there is not the
slightest hint in the text. W~l means 'constantly', 'steadily';
and so both S and P render it at the last, in spite of their
manifest impression that it ought to mean something else.
The second word is plainly ~ss= ~1 'as' and not m, nor
'rang' (S), nor ms (P), no one of which has any known meaning
applicable here. The editors did not know the letter ~·
18. The first word is involved in a break in the stone,
hut enough of it remains to make sure that its second letter
is 2il, and that its first is a letter closed above like n or~ - The
word cannot be ~ 'four' as B's renctering gives it. S in his text
writes fl2il, which not only satisfies the requirements of tho
stone, but makes perfect sense in the prase 'Vl1 fl2il, not yet
obsolete, and equivalent to the modern 'Vl1 ~'W 'altogether.' But
S's transliteration reads 'phonla' and his translation follows
suit with 'avec ses revenus '. P not only follows S in both,
but has actually written the impossible eJ2il into the text,
where the penstroke with white ink betrays it.
'rhe personal narrative ends here. The new section
recounts in eloquent phrase and with dramatic circumstance
the prosperity, freedom, generosity, and justice of the Prince's
reign. Henceforth he is spoken of in t he third person, either
by his name, or by his office as Prince. Only once, l. 29, does
the Q of the earlier narrative appear, betraying the fact that he
is still the speaker. The characteristic metrical form of lyrical
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passages is encountered at once at the close of the general
introductory statement.
All the European editors seem obsessed by the idea
that in this section must be found the " Code " which has
become, it would almost seem, the one indispensable element
in every such inscription. P writes in flowing phrase, p . 177,
" Il donne ensuite la constitution de son royaume, tant administrative que religieuse. Il a fait graver sur cette pierre
la loi qui regit son royaume, pour que le peuple en prit
connaissance .... Cette inscription est restee la base fon damentale . de leur vie civile et religieuse." Unfortunately
this strong prepossession of all the editors displays itself, in
the large amount of intrusive material they find it necessary to
import into their translations, and in the surprising liberties
they take both with the grammar and with the natural sense
of the text. If other "codes" with which of late we have
been made familiar are no better grounded in the facts of
speech than is this, it is safe to say they never could have
been administered. F rom beginning to end of the section
there is not found a single one of all those verbal phrase-forms
and modal particles--permissive, mandatory, or prohibitivewithout which, in an uninflected language, no " code " could
possibly be known to be such. The only natural and obvious
inference, both ft·om sentence form and from content, is that
in his general survey of the conditions prevailing in his reign,
the Prince, by a natural transition, and with natural and
pardonable pride, passes from the visible prosperity, security,
and happiness of his realm to speak of the kind and just
government which has made these things possible. 'rhe
features of that government he expounds concretely and
dramatically, precisely as he has expounded the prosperity,
by a series of illustrative examples or scenes-idealized of
course. But with true human and true literary instinct he
has refrained from marring their interest and weakening their
force by attempting to make them prescriptive.
With this comprehensive statement, the value of
which any one conversant with the language is invited to test
for himself, I must dismiss this matter. I trust I may be
excused from exhibiting tn detail what I cannot but re.gard
as mere foibles on the part of scholars whom I sincerely respect, however much I disapprove of some of their methods
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-scholars my own obligations to whom I am ever ready to
acknowledge.
21. The new topic is introduced by characteristic
metrical phrases. The first dipody is identical with the one
commented on in 6. Its second word is here written with
~ instead of e.J,-which is probably correct. Its last .word is
certainly, 1N and not lvu 1as S and P have it.
22. The opening of the line finds us in the midst of
another metrical phrase, no doubt conventional as well. The
first word is wholly uncertain. Its consonant may be either
~ or t:l, since small dependence can be placed upon the little
horizontal stroke which alone distinguishe:::l between them .
The stroke is there, but the stone cutter has the habit of
carving just such a stroke fi'om the angle of the adjacent letter II by way of a flourish. Not one of the known words which
the letter might represent at all fits the sense. In such a case
the native scholar is utterly at a loss to undei'stand the
European's remorseless pursuit of the individual word. It
may have been, as he well knows. no word at all, but only
an extemporized rhyme or a hazarded jingling pendant. F:or
him all considered speech it Fine Art, quite as valuable for
its sensuous effect and suggestion as for its logical and definable content. Fine Art it is too in that the whole is something far other and greater the mere sum of its parts. In such
cases the native trusts himself absolutely to the total impression, and questions not the uncertain detail. And he is not
wholly wrong. Who but pedants ever pursue the precise content of each illustration in one of Macaulay's dazzling flights,
or question separately the logical definition of the words in
Poe's haunting phrases ? In the present case we have our cue
in !~II ' trusts ' and A~ ' props '. " Sympathizes and helps "
is what the whole is felt to mean. It should be remembered
also that because nearly all its words are monosyllables, the
Siamese is fairly compelled to secure by some such means
as these the needed rhetorical amplification of its otherwise
highly condensed diction.
In the midst of this serious writing 'lfl~ sounds surprisingly like a bit of modern half-slang in the sense of "are
great hands to " "are forever--". But there seems no escape from it. Nor need we flinch, I imagine, from the obvious

'-.
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suggestion of th e set phrase which follo ws, thnt children and
wives are sou ght in ord er to help in cultivating the fields.
The suggestion is not unive rsally abhorrent to human nature.
The invariable preced ence given to ~n 'children' in the phrase
~ n !t!t~, meaning 'family ', is, I im agine, wholly a mattet· of
euphony. The more sonorous 1t!1U is reserved for th e final place
and the heavy phrase-accent. See Note 2 p. 18. The introduction of the subj ect, 1wr ~l 'lil l 'Vl ' people of the realm', after
the statement is appa rently co mpl ete, is quite foreign to
present literary usage, but is a frequent de vice of racy talk ,
and follows well th e lead given by 'Ills above.
In th e literal sense of ' father ' the word ~ IJ occurs
thirteen tim es in th e op ening section of this inscription. As
honorific p refix t o the hero's na me, it occurs later ten times,
and in all of these I render it ' P rin ce'. Twice only, here
and in 1. 24, does it occur without any limiting word, and in
both I render it ' the P r·ince ', as suiting best both syntax and
sense. B, S, and P, all ch oose th e literal ' father', perhaps
as lending itself better to the idea of a '' code ".
25. e:J !!&'V is a n ancient co nditional conjunction equiva!! &'V or
!!it''W, ' if '- the !!&'V curiously parallelin g the
lent to
'an' or 'a nd ' of th e eld er E nglish 'a.n if'. Besides its ordinary
fun ction as the conjun ction 'and ', the wo rd !!&'V has some
idiomatic uses in this wri ting which it may be well to notice
here. 1) In 22 n,nd 78, with circumflex ace en t, it is equivalent
to '-soeve r ' after the indefinite pronoun 1~ . 2) In 51 it seems
the equivalent of the mode rn dist ributive particle &'V::: 'every',
,J
so that !!&'V 'U should mean ' every year ' or bett e r 'year by
year'.
3 ) Th e !!&'V which im media tely foll ows this last may
be the idiom a ti~ sent ence-closer still frequently heard in such
locutions as tf'W !! &'V a nd '"l'U ti~~nru !!lil, though I have rendered it
by 'and ' in the translation.

m

m

26. All th e Europ ean editors assum e that 'lil must be
the pronoun 'me'. B ut the write r nearly everywhere else
uses n in this sense, e ven in this im mediate context, l. 29.
There is no assignable reason w by he should change t,he pro~
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noun here . Moreover it is very doubtful, to say the least,
whether at the tim e of this writing the abject noun 'li1 ·slave'
had advanced so far in that series of changes whieh at last
have made of it the haughty, self-assertive 'I' of modern speech
to inferiors. 'li1 is still courteous in the North. There is no
evidence yet to show that at this time 'li1 was a pronoun at all.
I take it therefore in the meaning it bas everywhere else in this
text ; namely, 'subject'.
28- 31. This passage has proved a very perplexing one,
and largely so because of the usual lack of explicit connection
between its members.
The difficulties mostly disappear if
we regard it as illustrating the Prince'R generosity in his
trea tm ent of visitors of rank, but at opposite ends of the
scale of wealth and power. The customary gifts and courtesies
are not neglected in the case of the one because he is poor
and weak ; nor, because he is now in the Prince's power, is
advantage taken of the other to crush in him a possible rival.
31. 'lil""!~tln I take to be variant spelling of 'li1 "' !~fl,
l. 113-114, which plainly must be our modern ~l ~fl 'enemy'.
'li1 !~tl which follows it, is of course its alliterative pendant or
echo, introducing no new idea. Cf. p. 19, and Note to l. 23
above.
The extremites to which ed itors have been driven
under the tyranny of ~he code-id ea may be seen in the following rend erings of this passage :- " After the goods haire been
stapled up in the town and stored, there will be made an
election of slaves and a r ejection of slaves. Such as are
clever in spearing, clever in fighting, shall not be killed,
neither shall they be beaten." B. " Dans les co ndamnations
a mort q'on fasse cboix des chefs de bande, qui sont de vrais
tigres, ne pas les tuer serait un mal." P .
32. vf'W is a demonstrative of place 'there' or 'yonder'
still in us e among the Lao. The device of a bell for securing
the Prince's personal attention to an app eal for justice, crops
up everywh ere in the Orient. The classical version is no
doubt the one in the 'l'housand and One N ights, where the
hero is· none other than Harotrn. A l Raschid hjmself. lt appears in classical Siamese in th e work entitled ~'U ~m m~!U:W.
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36. ~II 'right' has been misread by B, 8, and P, as ~tl
' name ' both here and in 26 above.
41. In all my earlier attempts to read it, the fiest
word of this line seemed hopeles. ·ly lost in the corrosion of the
surface of the stone. The transliteration therefore left the
space unfilled. A last exhaustive scrutiny of the writing,
however, und ertaken in the preparation of the plates, convinces me that S and P were right in reading mm Teaces which to
the eye were completely lost, were beought out in a careful ' rub'.
A similar gap, with similar uncertainty as to what should fill it,
is found at the beginning of the next line. S and P insert 1~
eepeated from the preceding context. But it seems hardly
logical to say 'r:lear as it is to drink water of the Khong.'
~ in ce I have no alternative suggestion to make, I prefer to
leave th e space unfilled, as does RS .
4:3. The gap noted above seems to have been caused
by a drip of water, which has excavated a deep narrow
channel that extends continuously some six lines further, and
then with interruptions quite to the lower edge of this face of
the stone. vVhile in this line it has not entirely effaced any
one of the three letters involved, it has left the reconstruction
of the text more perplexed than ever. The real trouble is to
discover anything that will make intelligible sense in the
same phrase with 111~ at the end of 42. Uhas definitely closed
the adverbial phrase preceding 111~, leaving that word to begin the subject phrase. That word is the Indian numeral
'three', lik ely to be used only in some compound name or
title. The general sense, which fortunately is unmistakable,
calls for something equivalent to 'circuit', or 'distance' or
perhaps 'wall '. The fragmentary traces at the beginning
of the line suggest ~:i with a faint line which might be part of
an 1, making 1~ with the letter following. But no word
fulfiling these conditions has yet been found. S and P read
" tripura dai ", and translate " les trois faubourgs compris ".
But the idea of faubourgs as constituent parts of a municipality
seems wholly fore ign to Siamese thought, nor would the
Siamese apply to faubourgs separately the term ' pura ' (buri)
'fenced city', which includes all its parts. RS reads 1J, which
is within the possibilities of the stone, but which leaves 1111
entirely unaccounted for.
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must be meant for 'VlS ~'W, ' all '. Letters of
the 'll - 'lf- 'lf group ar e very uncertainly distinguished in this
inscription.
46.

'Vl -Y 'lf'W

49 . 'Vl''W here and in the next lin e is a perplexing word.
Like several others in this brief pa~sagc it is quite as mu ch a
stumblin g block to native scholars as to fore ign ones.
Fortunat ely again the precise meaning of no one of t hem is
essential to a comprehension of the vivid scell es here sketched.
I follow, bu t which no assured conviction, the suggestion of
a native friend that it stand s for l"lnnf 'sorts ', ' kinds '. !~ 'U
' cowries ' r ecalls the time when these shells were th e chief
currency in Siam. 'l'he term ~rem !~Ill, ' cowrie-flower ', is still
the current word for ' interest'. p translates : " monceaux
de gat eaux "
51. For ut:J rl ut:J see Note l. 25. t:Jl'W, a palm-leaf tablet
containing th e for mula to be recited in makin g the offering.
~~ both here and in 85, 86, is for t:J""J~, to recite a formula .
~~~

is for 'U11.

51-53. Ill :(bljfl , which occurs twice here, and m ~ bljbljfl
of ll. 63-66, are undoubtedly variant spellings of th e
sa me word, a nd both probably name th e very same object. The word was origin ally a Pali adjective, araflflaka,
derived from arafi 'for est ' and meanin g ' of or in
the for est '. I n Siamese it became a noun, and means
' a forest-monastery ' The correct Siamese spelling now
should be either IlJ'qjtijn, with modified vowel, or Ilfrljrljfl:,
whieh is the precise equivalent of th e Pali form. The discrepant spellin g admits of complete expl ana tion. The
Sl'1khothai scheme, it will be remembered, in clud ed no direct
symbol for short a, bu t indicated that vowel by the device of
doubling the consonant. The consonant h ere is alr e~dy
doubled ; but the other vowel, 1, must precede its consonant,
or precede both of them if th er e are two . So it had to be
moved up to th e front, and stand just, after the r, giving us
the spelling m~bljbljfl of ll. 63, 66.
On the other hand , the
Pali nasal fi has no equi valent sound in Siamese, a nd the
letter is r endered variously y or n, or n.IJ accordin g to circumS.tances or accordin g to convenience. If the speak er rendered
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it as y, and pronounced a1·ayyik, the scribe, unless he happened to recall the Pali, would inevitably write arctiyik, and
that is precisely what he did in 11. 51, 53. B understood the
word, and translated it correctly, twenty years before S discovered in it the sure foundation of the now famous theory of
the Aryan settlement of the peninsla of Indo -China. S and P
both suppress the wor(l entirely in their translations of this
passage, where the manifest sense makes it impossible to
render it ' les Aryens' or 'des Aryikas ', reserving these for
the more tractable passages fmther on. Cf. S pp. 7, 8; and
P pp. 171, 175, 188, 189, and elsewhere.
As for this immediate passage, it is cliflicun to see how any of the European
editors could have imagined that what they wrote was in any
sense a translation, so few a.ncl rare are th e points of contact
between it and the text.
53. m m'W &'11 'Black Lan Head' probably the name of
some hamlet on the road between the forest- n1 onastery and the
city. On reaching the word ~m C ~m ) in this line, the stone-cutter was evidently in doubt whether it should not be spelled with
the written vowel- in fa.ct as it has come to be spell ed in
modern Siamese. To assure himself, with the point of his
graver he very lightly scratched the word so spelled in the
vacant space below the last word he had cut. The look of it,
and very likely a glance at :Jm and ms just :1 bove, convinced him
that th e spelling was wrong, and be proceeded to eut the word
correctly. In spite of all the vieissitudes of time, and in spite
of the rough handling this stone has encountered, that lightest
trace of a passing thought in the stone-cutter's mind six centuries ago may still be clearl y read. His doubt was not illogical. Why should not a spoken vowel have its symbol in the
written word ? The pressure Qf that ever-recmring question
has at last not merely legitimized the i which he was forced to
leave out, but has crea ted a sy mbol unknown to the Prince's
scheme for the hitherto unwritten short a. It ba.s not accomplished the same service in the entirely parall el cases of the
unwritten u of ~:JW, and the short o of A'W.

The a.ssistance which the parallelism and balance of
Siamese writing may sometimes rend er the student in dealing
with words unknown or lost from th e t ext, is well illustrated
in ll. 53- 54. Two balanced pairs of words name a quartette
of festive sounds :--f'l l&l ~-V1rn-!~EJ'W- 'li~'U. The third worrl is entire-
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ly unknown in any sense applicable here. The second pair is
clearly marked as vocal by the "11~'1..1 ' singing' which we do know,
as well as by the implied antithesis. !~tl'W may therefore safely
be inferred to signify some form of vocalization. This inferance is presently confirmed by the appearance of the word, 11.
53- 54, in a balanced triad of festive actions :-!~'W 'sporting,'
ru (!:n:), 'laughing, ' and !~tl'W, 'Carolling' (?).
56-58. ~1n ~J"~© here and in 32 distinguishes the gateway-the passage-from the leaves or doors used to close it.
!~m ~u:w is an old-time phrase meaning 'absolutely', 'wholly', or
as in this case, it is merely a sign of the superlative degree.
It occurs again in 10. Public illuminations and displays of
fireworks, of course, are what is spoken of in 57. !1 W~1 "l: U1?11l
of 58 has caused editors infinite trouble. B reads "a gong
split in halves". S, hopeless of the text draws wildly on his
imagination :- "les routes se croisent". P quite as wildly
reads "La villa de Sukhodaya est immense, l'est a s'y perdre"
Both S and P have changed !!1?11l of the text to uJn, 'thatch',
and as usual with no resultant a(1vantage. Our Siamese
scholars are quite as much at a loss. A solution seemed as
hopeless as ever, when a Lao friend recognized in it a slangy
colloquialism still current in the North, used in speaking of
great numbers, amounts, and the like-comparable perhaps
to such western slang as 'fit to bust', 'till you can't rest', etc.
59. u~~lJ"~ is simply the Indian numeral eighteen used
as a substantive designation of an image of standard dimensions, much as the Englishman says "a sixty-four pounder" or
"a six-footer". B has rendered the word correctly. S reads
"une bibliotheque".
P reads· "des statues en relief", and
fortifi es the rendering by the following foot -note :-"Attharc;:a :
par la les Thais designent les statuettes et bas-reliefs : manque
clans les dictionnaires".
60. Caught in the tangle of superfluous verbiage just
here, the engraver has lost his cue, and has repeated at the
beginning of this line the four words he had just cut at the
end of the last one.
·
62. I strongly suspect that the second word .fl is an error
for !1, which syntax and sense and the balanced phrasing alike
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would lead one to look for here. An erosion at this point has
obliterated all of the next word, or possibly of two short words,
save a consonant at either end . B evidently understands m'll:n'll,
for be translates "high priest". S leaves the gap unfilled. P,
for once does not write the word into his text, but transliterates
"saingharajas", as though there naturally should be more than
one. It would be very convenient to read &\ISS':!IJl'll here. The
context apparently calls for the name of some ecclesiastical
functionary. A tracing from 64 where the word, though
badly worn, is clearly id entified, fits the space very well.
But the final letter still remaining on the st.one is th e most
serious obstacle in the way of this l'eading. True, the pronunciation would he the same in eith er case. But Pali
words had then a long orthographic tradition behind them.
The sc ribe would be far less likely to misspell one of them
than one from his own hitherto untamed mother-tongue.
64. d~nl!lld the 'Three Baskflts ', nam e of the collected Buddhist Scriptures.
65.

~n u~ 1~m

. . . . :Wl ,

a Lao idiom answering to

the Siamese :Wl u~ 1~m . • . . . . S displaces ~ n A'W from its
natural connection with the words before it, in order, as it
would seem, that he may enlarge thereby the Aryan aristo cracy which he h<lS discovered in the word 'Arafl fl ic '. His
reading is:- " Tout Ies instituteurs de notre ville sont tons
venus de la ville Qri D harammaraya (sic) et clemeurent avec
les Aryens qui ont un temple'' etc. P reads :--''To us les
immigrants venus de ville de Qri Dharmai'aja vont, sans exception, s'installer dans le quartier des Aryyikas ".
66. :W'W at the end is, of course for :W'W'W =:W~. The engraver had not room for the second '\.! at the end of this line,
and forget to put it in when he began the next one. A similar omission, though not with the same excuse, occurs m l
84, where we have mfor

ms.

67-68. ~n "'Il~U'W ' rises up and st.ands ', 'stands erect'.
The unexpected I1 has sadly troubled the editors. B takes
no notice whateve r of the words. S discovers in them, of
course, his proteges 'les Aryens ', and reads '' Les aines de
leur race ''. P simply says-" Partant de Sukhoclaya." !

I
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70. The phrase at the end of the line is recognized in
the No rth as n:w W~1 wl~ ' beautiful as if purposely made so'.
The last word un~ is frequently used in Siamese of actions
done with 'malice prepense', or with misleading intention,
but not in this particular conuection. The final s needed is
supposably in the break at t.he head of the next line, the
opening line of the third face of the stone, and is not the s
which appears just at the edge of the break. As in a number
of other cases, the problem of filling this insignificant gap at
the beginning of a line has proved surprisingly difficult. The
previous seutence is apparently closed, and the new sentence
begins with the next complete word aj~e?· the break.

71. ~'W 'Wtl'W is certainly ' north' and rn 'Wtl'W, l. 74, 116, is
certainly ' south ', however strange such orientation may seem,
and however difficult it may be to account for the fact. It is
affirmed that early sepulture among the Thais was always with
the feet to the north. P has exactly· reversed the compass points here, though he has them right in 117, 121.
72. Two letters have been lost from th~ beginning of
this line.
They should be medial between initial tJ at the
end of 71, and final 'W, the first letter legible here. S, P,
and RS read U ~l'W =UJ":m-w, ' united', 'joined '-which may be
right, though the wm·d is an odd one in this con text. Of
tJ"l'W, plainly writ, neither etymology nor meaning are known.
The presumption, however, is that it is the name of some
image, since the term 'Pill:: in this text is nowhere else ap plied to
any inan imate objects save images and relics of Buddha. Of.
59, 60, 91, 93, 96, 101, 102, 103, 104. The engraver mi1itted
the letters ~l from the middle of the word UJ"lm'Vl, but by way
of correction has supplied them in the interlinear space above.
75. ruW~m~ still puzzles all editors.
B r enders it 'a
lake'; S, 'des eremites '; S, 'des celebres penitents'. I would
suggest that ru =N~ is not an impossible variant of ~J:, 'pool '
or pond', from Pali sara, 'water', and that ~m~ may be for
l?lJ"'V'lSS l. 41, 'spring '-which also seems to have been in B's
thought.
76--80. 'rh e spirit worship touched upon in these lines,
is a most significant feature of,the life of all the northern tribes
of this peninsula down to the present time. In the south,
though less obtrusive, it lies not far below the surface, and
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crops up in unexpected quarters . It seems to be the survi~al
of an aboriginal animism, lon g antedating both the Buddhist
and the Brahm.anical cu lts.
80. Having sketched his early life, his prosperous reign,
the splendor of his capital a.nd its surroundings, Prince Khun
Ram Khamh~ng tums to note what he considers the three
most imp ortant events of his reign :-1 ) Tbe preparation,
consecration, and in stallation of four in scribed monuments of
stone, of which we understand that our own was one. 2) The
exhuming of the sa.cred relics of Buddha, their lyin g in state
for the adoration of the faithful, the solemn reinterment of
them, and the building of a gr eat pagoda and t emple to be
their final r esting place and shrin e. 3 ) The invention of the
art of writing. Highly significant of the measure and stature
of the man himself is the choice he makes from among the
achievements of what must have a stirring reign. Interesting
too is his reversal of the order of time-already referred to,
p. 9-to give the art of writin g the place of honour at the end
and climax of his story.
The era here used is not named, but it is certainly
neither the Buddhist Religious Era nor the Little, or Civil,
Era, which has prevailed in all civil records of later times.
What is known of Sukhothai history from other sources leaves
no doubt that the Era is the Great Era, Maha Sakldirat,
beginning in 79 A . D . For an account of the many eras
which have had currency in this peninsula to the confusion of
historical stu dies, see Phongsawadan Yonok, Introduction
pp. 104- 112. The elate here given, ( 1293 A. D.) seems to
be the real date of the inscription, though this is not distinctly sa.id. The notes of t ime and sequence in the language1&1 and ~s, l. 82, make it clear that this was not the date of
the planting' of the palm gro ve, as B understands. S reads
the last figure of the date wrongly 2 instead of 4. P has it right
in his transliteration, but his t ranslation reads 1314. The
plain statement that 'the Prin ce planted these palm trees,
S disposes of as follows :- " le seigneur de la celebre ville
de - - Sukkhothai, la reconstmisit a nouveau.'
86. e:J has alreadly been noticed l. 25. 1'11 is regularly
a word of atfirmation 'it is' or 'it was'. By a sin gular turn it
has become a word of negation as well. In deliberate speech
and writing, when the sense is negative, a negative particle
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follows it at the end of the phrase : m'!ll.-IT !~'W r'W ~'W1~ , "it was
not that day". Colloquially, however, the negative is often
entirely omitted, so that the statement becomes 1'!! !~'W r'W ~'W-
which is precisely what we have here. The idiom strikingly
parallels the French idiom with 'pas' and other vvords. Spas
missed it altogether, but P understands it correctly : "Cette
lecture . . . ne se fait pas le jour oi.1" etc. It is inter es tin g
to note that a writer on this same inscription in the
Vajirafifiana Magazine, p. 3576, l. 5, has exactly reversed S's
mistake, making a positive clause negative. He glosses ll.
108-109 as follows: m !~'W 'VlTl !~'W ·'V'l:i:m m\1'V1 'Vl1V~Z'll'U 1~ .
88-89. The ceremony h ere must have been akin to
to the present f:ltJ Ji
89-90. S renders as follo ws : "Pendant Lm mois
entier, selon la coutume, on fit des fetes a installer l' elephant
blanc, qui fut nourri par les revoltcs ; on elora son beau
palais. De meme pom le taureau appele Rupa Qri."-a somewhat surprising outcome from the two lines! m::'V'l~l91 is probably
what is now known as Z'l'l~J Z'l'::'V'l~l9J, · the howdah-fastenings. Z'l::mr is
probably provincial for :i:::mr the hangiugs about the elephant's
front. To this day central Lao either drops 1· altogether, or
substitutes an l for it.

92. The reader will notice that the text nowhere distinctly says that the four inscriptions so abruptly spo ken of
here were engraved on the 'stone slahs' mentioned in l. 82.
Yet unless we connect the writing with the sla.bs, there see ms
to be not the slightest reason for say ing anyth in g abo ut either.
But absolutely convincing on this point seem to be the
words in 1. 96 : "lll9ll:i V,'W ~-whi ch can mean nothing else
than the very stone and the very inscription we are
now studying. No suspicion, however of any such idea
crossed B's mind when he wrote "the fiR t stone called
the Manangsila, in the form of an a.lms-bowl, is placed (as
Dagob) above the relics, to close the foundation formed by
th e stone." The last clause is, of co urse, mere nonsense.
Schmitt for a mom ent had a glimpse of the truth, and wrote :
'' Cette pierre ci (la pierre de cette inscription meme), nous
appelons Manga (sic ) -sila ". But later, when he came to edit
P, he renounced it all; for he had committed himself to the
theory that there was but one stone, and it was "un tr ()n~
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en pierre ", (1. 82). So he says here '' la pierre qui ici sert de
trone est appelee 1\'Iananga-gila matra ". This stone with its
pyramid-top would make a" trone " less comfortable even than
some we hear of now-a-clays.
Of the places mentioned in this connection none have
been identified save '7J!~m, which H .H.H. Prince Damrong tells
me is the old nam e of !~m ~m . a town in the neighborhood of
Nakhawnsawan, situated at what was then the confluence of
the two main branches of the Menam.
97. :ww, 'thought' should rightly appear in the ease-form
:Wl'W.
But the Siamese, ';vith no cases of its own, is not at all
particular about the cases of Pali or Srtnskrit words, regarding th em as variant forms of the same word, among which it
is at liberty to choose whichever it likes, without reference to
the constructiou . ml?l1 'that which receives '-the word which
has become specialized t o mean the bowl in which the priest
receives alms of food.
98. The lack of explicit co nnection-which has been
noted before as a preplexing feature of this writing,-leaves it
uncertain whether the statement which begins at the head
of this line, is an ind ependent one, or is dependent upon
m'W ' see' as its object. If this last were the case, the
proper connective would be 11 'that'. Indeed, that word may
have been there, though now lost in the break at the end
of 97. To me there seems little reason for mentioning
again the Prince's parentage, and th e scope of th e allegiance
he cla.imecl, unless it were to state the purpose for which
th e inscription was set up. I have therefore supplied 'that'
in the translation, and perhaps should have supplied its
equivalent in the transliteration also.
99. m:J (um) and ~ 1:1 are well known nam es of northern peoples. :Wl I have not been able to identify. The river
U is the great affluent from the north which falls into the
Khong above Lmmg Phrabang. P translates here: "Tant
ceux qui habitent les rives des cours d'eau, que ceux qui
habitent la brousse. "
100. :Wl IJeJfl is a very unusual phrase in such connection . B conneds it with the preceding words, and translates: " were called out ". S, assuming the same construe-
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tion, but with different sense, says : "vinrent se reunir ".
P does not translate the words at all, evidently considering
them ns an int.roductorv formula for the 11ew date,-with
which I heartily agree... Possibly we might save somewhat
of th e color of the expres-:;ion if we were to say "When the
year 1209 opened".
The nature of the Epilogue and the questions of its
date and chirography have already been tonchecl upon, pp.
15, 21, 23. The altered writing marks very visibly the opening of the new section in the middle of l. 108. The chief
difficulties in the passage are those which concern the identification of places named. These hav e been for thA most part
satisfactorily solved, and the results so far attained have been
embodied in the translation. There remain onlv• ~Y..ll"'lltl,
g;r.:rn,
y
and t:ltl~l. l!W~ is doubtless for uw~, with the usual northern substitution of l for ?'. P hlua, which eluded earlier
search, has been visited by Hev. Dr. McGilvary. It is now
a little town on the upper reaches of t.be Nan river. ~Tw I am
assured is found in old writings for thw-but that should not
justify P's alteration of the word in the text.
The followin g verbal points sho uld be noticed:-The
third word of 11 2 is incomplete, and so far nothing has been
made of it. Since, however, it is plainly coupled with
'knowledge' in the carefully balanced triad of ll. 112-113,
one cannot be fat· wrong in rendering it by so me such word as
'insight'. Similarly !!rl: at the end ·Of 112 I have rendered
'ability ' or ' force'. m~ 'saved,' rescued' ll. 115, 117,
121, seems used here in some sense rather more technical,
but not precisely made out.
One of my Lao friends
tells me that in such connection it is the equivalent of
!1~ 'unto'. Much the same is the case of the phrase !U'W ~ (or
should it be ~ ?) of 11. 116, 119, 123. In both cases I have had
to content myself with a gloss. !!~ l. 123, may be introductory
to the fo llowing statement-asS and P understand it,-instead
of concluding to the preceding one, as I have considered it.
In that case some word other than !!~ will have to be found for
the gap in l. 119, where I have suppli ed!!~ as probably being
part of a stereotyped recurrent phrase, identical with the one
in l. 123.

t
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I cannot think that the ringing eulogirtm of l. 111 ff., with
its distinct personal note-placed as it is at the climax of
this whole writing, and following without break upon what is
said explicitly of Prince K hun R.am Khamhceng by name-could
ever have been intentionally wasted upon a subject so vague
and generalized as "Les habitants du pays des Thais". The
syntax, moreover, is wholly against any such reference. The
phrase with which it begins,!!~ A'W tl~'W tJ 1'W !:Wml'Vl, cannot be the
su,bject, since the introductory preposition !!~ marks it plainly
as ·adverbial-"0/men that are in the Thai realm, .. .. find
a man to equal [him] you cannot". Some pronoun, of course,
our western idiom compels us to supply; but it should be supplied as all sound principles of interpretation direct, and as the
native inevitably supplies it in his thought, from the subject
last spoken of-that is, the Prince. No one who had not
first determined to make "les Thais" and "les Aryens"
synonymous terms, would ever have thought of thrusting the
Prince out of the place of honor reserved for him in this
peroration.

WO R D·LI ST.
N OTES.- In preparing the following list it has been thought best to
avoid a,ny confusion which might arise from unfamiliar spellings, by presenting words still current in their cur rent Siamese forms; though where the difference is consider able or the identification is a,t all doub tful, the form in the
text h as b een preser ved , and the modern equivalent h as been added in
bracket s. Words no longer current eit}1er in Sia,mese or in Lao are marked
obsolet e. Those fow1d only in t he nor thern dialect a,re marked Lao. No
attempt has been ma,de t o· isolat e element· common to Shan and Thai, nor
the inherited Chine. e element . For revision of doub tful et ymologies I am
specially indebted to Dr. 0. Frankfurte r or th e National Libmry.

I.

Words recognized as of foreign origin.

A.

From the Sanskrit or Pali :A~

A

flU]

nj1J

~

lVldlllJfl

jfiCj

Ll"ll?ltl

~

A

'lilT

1Jjf1

1J11Cl

mrnr

"""~
tll'l

~~~'1-n

LWjfTlJ :f

WVl'li

......

A

9

:r J1]1J jljflJ:f
A
'D
A
f1:r ~:fl?lW.:Jfl

~.:JH'l!Jl?l

:fll-1

d' l"llflT
'll

..!.

r1t~~m1~t1

9

V

mn'l.'l)

'll

r:J1M1

B.

~~~n

9~

Lr:J:f

l-Im

......
~\l~:f1jf

~,l"lllVltl

~

fl11"l1Ttl

I

..!.
9

'1i11'1

Also the following which are account-

eel effectively natl'lralized :- fl~Cl (in
lJb!) :flJ

A

~~Cl

""' fl
fld b!Jb!J

for tlL 'klfl ? )

L1Jfl (

fl.....UJJl:ffl

l-ltw3'mmm

~VI'Iil ~l-IVl
~

~m1ln

rl:f'li:fdl-l:fljf

fllJlflfl (51).

tl'k!Vld1Vll'ltl

'lidd'l-1

(for wnul?) W1Vltl

w:r~

W~Cl

:nA

A

rlfl

vJ1

LVJfJlYll

~A

wru wvn:r ('1~11)
l,ll f1

LflT

1ln~lVl

1lnn!J

'll

A

m

~1m

~

f"l:f

'dll

J1111Cl

Vl11J

'D

color. (11)

From the Cam bod ian:-

lJ\l~

?)

m:::w~ fld~W~ (for ~~W~

)

(7).

Also the following
...,
effectively naturalized:-- VlLICl 1ld'11J L~l-lfl ~11.:1 'VIlb!J flll"l (6).
C. Proper names not recognized as native, and not inVl:f\l

'kll.:J

U1Lrfl

(

cluded under A. or B. above:-- fl'l!J a people flb!J
"liW .:1 a demon
9
9
l"ll\l

the river

jfr:Jl

tl the river (11).
'll

l-11

a people

l-llll-1

l-1 t:r.:J

ICl.l-llJll"lltl
9

~m
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II.
alized :-

Words apparently Thai or effectively natur2..-'

Q..;

ll'U

A

lll1

1l

m1u

llll

~

o

m~vn

LllT\1

nm\1

clrive ']....11 sing

']....11

~ ~'\.! ']~Wl ~'\.!

']'EJ

1~

obs.

1Wl

~

']'EJ.:J

ifl.:J

~'EJ'i.l

fll!

lflll

1VJ

Vll'i.l

Vl

ll~\1 (u.~.:1)
d.

""

Vlll

d,

LVl'i.l.:l

I

i--"

Vlfl.:J

m1.l

(

~

Ll!'EJ

l!~ 'VI'\.!~ l!U
~

l!ll

'1-!'EJ.:J

~

1(

lJ

I

IV

Vl1

..!.

~

W'EJ I

obs.

wu

~'ll

Lao
IV

bvJ W1

Lbll

l!'EJ'W

..!!.

l~flll

Wl

u.~

wu

1vm (wrm)

....

....

'V11.lfll!

~ ~

IV

"

LrtJu

u.r.:1

~

ru 'll rtJWl
mu

'1:11l
9

,

t"lll

t"l.:J

L~i ~1-u

jjl'i.J

~1
m~ Vl~
Wl....ll

ll~ (u.~

)

LLVlll

~ (~ ?)

miJ
~

d.

,d!:.

2,/

fl'EJ

nn

a.,.,

fl'EJ'i.l

un

A

1Jr~ VJ 1Jm 1JIC1n L~l
'll

"""

..!.

(l-l)
""

b!Jt!J1'i.J
rtJu

IC1

. 'll

m'i.l

:ftJ'i.l

IC11l
'l!

obs.
~

=

kJ1

I

LW'EJ . LWfll!

'W·.:l

W~IJ w~ w~

Wu

..!!.

,!!

(

l]..J'EJ l]..Jfl.:J

)

1.J

9

I

]..JIJ\1

~u (VI~u)

h 1i LT'i.lll Lr'i.l.:l
~Cj'i.Jl.:J (r~m.:J) 1:1n ~Cj~

obs.

'VIm'i.l

along obs.

~.:1
.A

.A

covet obs.

1wi

*'

~.:1

clisagT·ee obs.

W'EJ

~1 ~if

4'

'll

~

'lJ

wrn m.:J Lao
b~'EJ'W carol obs.

\11]..J

Lt"lll

1:!J~ ('i.l~) 1m]J b~1 'VI~.:J ~u (~u)

t

\11

LV11.J

b1.J ]..Jl 1.J1 'VIl-l11l 1.J ]..J L]..J'i.J

b~'i.l obs. l~fll! (~u) mi ~'E)]..J
Lr'i.lu

lVl
9

e.! ll~ll
I
'lid. ""
W1'i.l w Wl!

Wl!

l-J 1l ]..J'U

fliJ1]..J

Vl'tllWl

W.l

~1

LL']IJl!

Wlflll

....

(~.:1)

....

~\1
'll

LLWll!

']1'i.J

~ d
~ ..!. ~ ( .i ) L'VIlA.!!, 'EJ
'1-!1 'VIlA 1 l! and l! 'VIlA U!..:J 'VIlA .:1
'~
d
~
I
~
•I
,!,/
111'1-! LlJ'i.l Lli'EJ.:J lJ'EJ Lao b1J 1J1 1J1n 11

..!!.

obs.
....

(1.l) '..011.J

~ (~)

'JitJu

obs.

Lm

obs. b1Jl! u.1JW1 1ln

liiJ =lJliJ

~
~!11

2-'

IV

)

1m~
L~ t"l11l ~.:1

~'EJ

.,&

nu mu

1-il 1l!

0

0

i1

m1

wholly obs. Vlll VliJ'i.l VliJ llVl Vl'EJ=Vl obs.

A

m

enter

:.....

LVl'i.ld 'i.J'EJ]..J

!,.I

Vlfl\1

'll

LL1l~C11J

1m

WJ'i.l

VJ

I

tm~C1\l

(for fl'EJ'i.l ?) ']IJ1

~'E) c~'EJ) ~

Vll!

.!,

bVl'i.ll!

obs.

LVJ'i.l1.J

'll

2.,..1

~1\1 is fm·ever (idiom)

V'i.l
Wl

lld~fflll!

llflll
2,./

Lil

~1\1 arti:;cm

d.

Vll!

ll"l

t<i1

1

ll'EJ'W

,A
lll~C1fl'U

Lm1·ice

~.:1

""

I

ll'EJ

L']1

~fl L~fl jj~ jjtJlJ ~
l~ ~ l#,'i.JIJ l~'EJWl l~'EJ'W

jj11J

uU

~

llll

m:niJ

~ m fll-J
fl llfl~ obs.
9
'll
b~fll! (L~u) .:1~.:1 l"l~ t"ln
t"l'EJU.t"l

d

1l

I

lll!

miJ
'VItt'liJ\1

..!!,

LIC1'i.l\l
LIC11l

l~l!

LIC1fl

obs.

ll'C1

ancl
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L-

I

LLI(I expletive part.

L~~\1

1

Vlr.l 1\l

Vlr.J1tl

lLI(I\1
Lao

~2/

L"

'i:'i\1

U/L'FJ

'i:'ifl'l.l

r.Jl.l

Lr.J

VJ

V

IJ1

b'VIr:l

r.J~ ~~ 1~ ~1'}.1 ~l.l ~l.l ~lJ

')1\1

a L~~\1

Lt~lJl (VItA~)~fl L~fl Ltfln and L~n (~n) ~r.Jtl ~\1 ~lJl c~')lJl) u.~n
v
v
:n
ll
~· ( {1-J) ~fl\1 and l~\1 ~fltl 1tf ~ Lao = tAll Vl1
Vl1~ ~l.l

m

2.-'

a.,

Vlr.J

2/

c....

I

Q....;

h ead Vlr.J laztgh Lao LVItl U.VI\1 Vln fltl Lfl1

lfln

lfl~ (flr.J~).

tl'EllJl

jfL~~\1

.
Lr.J~\If'l1
~

~

Lr.Jmi'iltl

flfln and

And the followin g proper names:-

mn
~

m~

u.i~m _w~ u.w~

wr:m\1

.
~l'I"J1~

~

L~fl\1

~fl\IU.r'lr.J

(u.wi)

~j~ Vl'i:'ir.J\1

n1U.VI\I

l-!1tJ (

~1u)
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CORRI GENDA.
P.

6, l. 23.

P. 16, l. 25 ff.

For rock !lot yet precisely determined read slate-rock.
Fo?· the numbe?· 63 in the table reacl 62.

" "
, "
P. 17, l. 8.

))

317

))

))

))

))

404

))

))

))

Fo1· the number 334 in the

, .,

))

70

))

tc~bl e

,

319.

405.

?·ead 33 6.

,

69.

P . 22, l. 2.

For Sangkhaburi reacl Sankhaburi (Miiang San).

P. 37, l. 6.

To the wonls Royal Asiatic Society acld of Bengal.

,
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FIRST GENERAL MEETING.
A general meeting of the Siam Society was held at the
Bangkok United Club on the evening of Tuesday, Feb. 2nd.
Dr. 0. Frankfurter, President in the chair, when Professor
Bradley reall his paper on the "Oldest Known Siamese
Writing" before a large audience.
In introdueing the writer of the paper, the President
said :- To e,·ery one acquainted with our local history the
name of "Bradley" is known. Dr. Bradley arrived in Bangkok in the reign of King Phra Na.ng Klao in the year 1835.
He lived throughout that reign and the reign of King Mongkut and died in the present reign in 1873, after having recorded in his Calendar and other publications what was
noteworthy in Siamese customs and history.
Through his
profession he was bronght into contact with all sorts and
conditions of men and what strides have been made in the
knowledge of surgery in Siam we owe to him.
He it was
who first introduced vaccination, and through him and the
American Missionaries was also introduced the art of printing, and Br·adley's editions of the Kotmai, the Phongsavadan,
etc., are known to all interested in literature.
Thus in intwducing his son, Professor Bradley, my task is an easy one.
"Stet rnagni nominis mnb1·a." Professor Bradley was born
in Bangkok in the reign of Phra Nang Klao in 1843, he lived
in Bangkok nearly th rough the whole reign of Phra Chom
Klao, he went to America and Europe and arrived in Bangkok again early in the present reign, and finally left for the
Unit.ed States in 1872. His interest in ~iam, however, never
tiagged, as shown by his papers on Siamese grammar and
phonology, and, to sound a more personal note, one · might
speak of the care he took of the Siamese students who were
studying at Ccdifornia University.
Professor Brarlley has kindly eonsented to read before
us a paper on one of the famous Siamese inscriptions of
Sukhothai which was brongbt to Bangkok in 1834 by King
Mongkut whilst he was in the priesthood. It is a typical
Buddhist insrription, reeording, not so much deeds of war
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and conquest, but th e happiness which the people of the
realm enjoyed in the reigu of Phra Hamkamheng, wh;tt. he
did for the culture of the people, how he understood t.be
Buddhist religion, what are the mnxims of Government by
which he was guided, how be was the first to wse th e written
Thai eharacters for records. Tlw in s('ription a.lreHdy shows
all the characteristics of late r SiR.mf:\se, its fondn ess for
poetry 1tnd couplets so that also in this res pt)c.t it is a most
valuable docum ent.
Of com se attempts have been made to
explain it.
We hctve first a ve rsion given by Pl'ofessor
BRstian in the J omnal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
vol. XXXIV. (1864). He simply reco rded what the scholars
in King Mong·kut's reign told him ; no attempt was made to
elucidate doubtful points, and he did not publish the Ol'iginal
version by which to control it. vVe have also in Bowring's
Siam a short reference to this inscription. But the fir st
scholar who · seriously attempted a.n expla nation was the lat e
Pere Schmitt. He gave two different versions, first in the
Excursions et Reconnaisances vol. VII, a nd later in the
Mission Pavie, Pal'is, 1898. There a1·e sm11JI differences in
th e translation, and we m nst ad mire the diligence bestowed
on it, but the Hev. Father can scarcely escape th e reproach
that in his explanations he was influenced by the Aryan
Theory. Siam ese versions and explanation s have likewise
been published but, unfortun ately, as we all know , for the
western scholar things written iu Siamese,. Gnu>-ca sunt non
legitu1·. The real value of the in scription will be shown to
us by Professor Bradley in hi s paper.
Professor Bradley then read bis paper.
At the conclusion of the pape1· the President said :
- In the very interestiug paper to which we have just had
the pl easure of listening, and fnr' which in the name of
this Society it is my duty to express to Professor Bradley
our b eartfnl thanks, Professor Bmdley has shown in one
concrete example, certa inly tJ1e most prominent one of
which we know at present, wllilt t.rPasnre is still unexplored, what rieh ha rvest, may still be found in the
d eserted cities of Siam, to ~;e rv e as documents for the
history of progress aud civilisation. He has shown us, I
take it, also, the necessity which exists t.o collect these inscriptions and to in corporate them in th e Corpus Inscrip-
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tionum Siamensium. That this hope of scholars both Eastern
and Western will soon he fulfilled we have, however, good
reasons to believe.
Alreadv excavations are made in old
cities, the inscriptions found are collected and preserved
from the inclemency of the weather. We have in Siam no
written records of ancient Kings, or rather, we should say,
vVhat therefore remains are
they have not yP.t been t.meed.
the inscriptions in which the Kings and people recorded their
pious deeds, and in collecting them, it will become true what
the poet said, perhaps in another sense :-

" T¥enn Menschen schweigen, werclen Steine Teclen."
Mr. R. W. Giblin in seconding the motion saiJ :" I have much pleasure in seconding t.he vote of thanks
so happily proposed by our President.
Professor Bradley's account of the inscribed stone and
his translation of the inscription will always rank very highly
in the records of this Society. They will be published in the
Journal almost immediately and so reach those who have not
been able to attend this meeting. I think that I shall be expressing the wish of all the members of the Society present
to-night in stating that Professor Bradley's able paper should
be the first of such a series as will embrace all the inscriptions which have been found in Siam up to date, and those
others, as they are brought to light, which om President has
indicated yet remain to be discovered.
It may be said that those inscriptions which have
already been copied have been deciphered and the translations
published, and Dr. Frankfurter has referred to that Corpus
Inscriptionum Siamensium ( not yet in being ) which should
contain copies of the known inscriptions. But the point I
wish to make is that it will be worth while to publish in the
Journal of this Society even those translations which have
been made, with illustrations or copies of the inscriptions
Professor Bradley has shown in the case of the
themselves.
Sukotai stone that it has been possible to improve on former
readings of it., and if t;bat achievement is not to be accomplished in every case, the publication of inscriptions in the
Journal, with their translations, will be of the greatest
interest to those of us who have not the learning to decipher,
w bile to those who can do so the means will be increased of
indulging in the exercise of their science and skill.
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I am able to state tha.t a copy of a Lao inscription
not, I believe, hitherto published, will presently be printed
for the Journal of the Society, and Dr. Hansen, who is
present here to-night, bas been good enough to promise that
his translation uf it, first done into Siamese, will be done into
English by him, so that it may be printed and appear with
the illustrations."
Dr. Hansen remarked that there were a great number
of inscriptions in the North, which he believed had never
been published or translated.
'Phe vote of thanks was cordially passed, anrl those
present afterwards inspected the rubbings of the Sukhothai
inscription which w.e re on ~ iew, and the meeting tel'minated.
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